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I. Swnmary of Results
Under this contract three types of studies were conducted:
a) fundamental properties of optimal short constraint-length
convolutional codes and the corresponding maximxn likelihood decoders.
This includes the determ* nation of optim= rate 1/2 and 1/3
convolutional code and the effect of quantization and memory
truncation;
b various approaches to concatenation of block and convolutional codes
using short constraint length convolutional inner codes and long
b' o&, length Reed-Soloman outer codes;
structural results involving catastrophic convolutional codes,
finite-estate representation, and consecutive zeros in convolutional
codewords.
w, Appendix A contains most of the results on (a), which is prerequisite
to the study of concatenated coding systems employing convolutional inner
codes. Appendix C deals with the theoretical material of (c), which is
useful far selecting good convolutional codes. The main purpose of this
contract was to evaluate the various approaches to concatenated coding, as
outlined in b. These are contained in Chapter 6 of Appendix A and in
Appendix B.
Appendix A treats a relatively conventional concatenated system wherein
the inner code is convolutional with constraint length 8 and rate 1/3 and the
outer code is a 255 8-ary syitbol Reed-Solr-imn code, for a total block length
of 2040 bits. The only modification required  by the convolutional -nner code
is the use of an interleaving buffer to disperse the burst errors of the inner
convolutional decoder. It is found that a total buffer of 64K bits
c 3
t
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is sufficient at the receiver. In the following section it is shown that
this system outperforms a sequential decuier with this same buffer size and
rcughly the same order of ccoplexity by I to 2 dB depending on the
transmitted data rate.
.Appendix	 S heats a move elaborate and ambitious concatenated
decoding system, which we have termed coupled decoding. Here we
incorporate the capability of erasing inner decoded words on the basis of
low metric (decoding quality measure). In effect each block contains one
Reed-Solomon outer codeword, but successive blocks are coupled through the
inner convolutional code. In decod.ing,the metric based on a large number
of inner codeword symbols is computed and used to determine whether the
initial segment should be retained or erased. The outer Reed-Solanon
s:
decoder both corrects errors and fills in erasures. The coupled system
requires approximately the same size buffer as the basic concatenated
system. It outperforms the latter by about 1/4 to 1/2 dB, but this gain
is partly illusory. For an error in the concatenated system affects only
one block (of 2040 bits), while an error in the coupled system affects all
successive blocks. Thus the coupled system would have to be operated at
error probabilities which are at least two orders of magnitude lower, thereby
eliminating most of the dB margin. Thus while coupled decoding potentially
outperforms concatenated decoding, in practice its meager advantage combined
with its greater ccapi- exity effectively precludes further consideration.
On the other ]land, in the next Section we show that more conventional
concatenated decoding significantly outperforms sequential decoding at
data rates up to 1 Mbps.
6.f
Ii. Camgarison of Concatenated Decoding . and Sequential
Decoding ^System Performance
In order to compare a concatenated convolutional-block coding system
with sequential decoding of long constraint-length convolutional codes, we
must first impose certain speed-complexity constraints as well as performance
requirements. These are
a) a max-vom- buffer size of 64K bits be used in either system-;
0g)b) speed be limited by the capabilities of TTL integrated circuit logic;
0 outer (Reed Solomon)decoding be performed by a dedicated mh-ii-
computer;
-8d) block error probabilities of 10 g for both systems.
Both system will be assumed to operate on soft quantized (8-level or
3-bit) data and rate 113 codes. We consider two transmitted data speeds:
1 Mbps, which appears to be nearly the limit for soft decision decoding in
both systems,and 10 Kbps. The margin of the concatenated decoding system
over the sequential decoding system Will be shown to increase with
increasing data speed.
W
 Ne si a11 take the concatenated system to consist of blLCks of 2048
bits ( 2'56 B-bit characters , the last 8-bit character consisting at: Ianaum
bits being used to tail off the convolutional code), we take the sequential
decoding frame (block) length to be also 2048 bits including a known ta,.,.l*
of 30 to 40 bits equal to the code constraint length. The error probability
here is essentially just the probability of buffer overflow in decoding the
block, because the undetected error probability is negligible for a
constraint length 40 code. The overflow probability has been shown by
*Although resynchronization without tailing off the data (by inserting a
constraint length of laiam bits) is possible, it is probably impractical
except with hard-decision (binary) data.
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6Jacobs (1967) and others to be approximately
P. Z VuB)
where p is the sequential decoder speed factor
B is the buffer size (in branches)
a is the Pareto exponent, which is a function of E.1%. and k
is a constant proportional to the block length
3In this case we may take k >62X10	 Also with a buffer of 64 K bits, since
we must stare 9 bits/branch for a rate 1/3, 8-level quantized nonsystematic
code, we have B 7.1 x10 branches. The maximm canputing speed of a
sequential decoder employing TM logic* appears to be approximately
13 M comps/sec. Thus V = 1.3 x107/R, where R is the trarvurlission rate in
bits/sec. and
2xlO 3P
0 (10 a
To achieve P 0 X 10-8
 5 it follows that with R -_ 10 6 bits/sec., we must have
a %$ev 2.25 while with R t 10
4 bits/sec., we must have only a g-. 1.6. Thee
cca.-responding required Eb/No fcr, these a, as given by Jacobs (1967) are
4.1 dB and 3.1 dB, respectively. We should add .05 M in each case for the
energy lost in the tail. The results are simmwized in Table I.
On the 
-
other hand, frm Figures 6. 4 and 6.5 of Appendix A, we find
that the concatenated system requires only Fb/NO = 1 .15  dB to achieve a
block error probability of 10-8 ,
 
a margin of 2 db at I Mbps data speeds
and 1 dB at 10 1<bps speeds. The interleaving buffer required is 64 K bits,
has impleinented in a bard-decision TTL decoder by Codex Corpwation. We
assume that with. =^e elabcrate logic, soft-decision decoding can be
implemented at this same speed.
-4-
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as discussed in Chapter 6 of Appendix A. The encoder interleaving buffer
can be implemented much more simply than the decoder buffer, and requires
in all 2ei bits of storage, where e is the number of errors to be corrected
by the outer code -md i is the depth of interleaving. Furthermore, as is
shown in Section III, this storage can be incorporated into just 4e integrated
circuits, consisting of 2e 8-bit registers and 2le 2r -bit registers. As for
the decoder complexities, we have chosen 1 Mbps as the highest data rate
for which the inner maxima. likelihood (Viterbi) decoder for constraint-
length 8 and code rate 1/3 is practically feasible
Transmitted Data Rae
Pareto expm-ent a
(Sequential Decoding)
Eb/No required for
Sequential Decoding
Et,/No
 required for
Concatenated Decoding
.Margin of Inprovenkent
I Mbps	 10 Mps
2-25	 1.6
4.15 dB	 3.15 dB
2,15 dB	 2.15  dB-
2 dB	 1 dB
Table I
Relative Perfmvmce of Concatenated and Sequential Decoding
Actually, the inner decoder must operate at a slightly higher data
rate (about 1.2 Mbps) to accamiodate the outer code check digits, which are
on the order of 40 to 50 out of 255. (Note, however,, that the £b/No is
not proportionately increased because the curves of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 of
a constraint-length 7, code rate 1/2, Viterbi decoder has been implemented
by Linkabit Corporation for data rates up to 2 Mbps. It employs only 16
metric calculators in a serial-parallel arrangement. Cutting the speed in
half permits increasing the constraint length by unity. A rate 1/3
implementation is only moderately more cceplex than that for rate 1/2.
1-5..
Appendix A already contain this adjustment). The outer decoder must
decode about (.1.2 X10 W2 X10 3 )Z^ 600 Reed-Solomon words/sec. Utilizing
a full-serial computer implementation, the speed is limited primarily by
the maximum number of errors which are to be corrected, for this specifies
the number of iterations required an the Berlekamp iterative BCH decoding
algorithm. Thus itMiy. not be possible to correct as many as 20 errors
of the outer code at a decoding speed of 600 words/sec. On the other
hand, as can be seen in Figurre 6.4 of Appendix A, by increasing Eb/No by
about 1/2 de, we can reduce the number of required  oxrectable errors of
the outer- code to only four or five. At the lower spe(=. ;10 Kbps) the
implementation of both inner and outer decoders becomes much simpler and
full-serial decoding can be used in the inner as well as the outer decoder
implementatian. Also the outer decoder must process only 6 words/sec.,
so that no limitations need to be imposed on the maximum number of
correctable errors.
a
-6-
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III. Dicoder - Interleaving g:2 e
In Section II we considered the required complexity of the decoder
and associated de-interleaving mwwry for the concatenated system of
Appendix A. Now we concentrate on the encoder and associated interleaver,
whose complexity needs to be considerably more limited for space telemetry
applications.
The inner encoder complexity is minimal because of the short constraint
length. The outer encoder is considerebly simplified by the fact that
the Reed-Solomon code is a high rate cyclic code (with far fewer parity-
check symbols than information symbols). In Gall-ager * (1968) it is shown
that such a code is most efficiently generated by a shift register with
a. number of stages equal to the number of parity-check symbols, with
equal numbers of adders and scalers. Of course, in this case each stage
must store 8 bits and arithmetic '
	
over GF(2 8ic is pwformed	 ). A Reed-Solomon
cede with 2e parity-check symbols will correct e symbol errors. Ignoring
fcr the moment the interleaving requirements, we note that the 2e parity-
check symbols of each Reed-Solowan codewcrd are generated by a shift
register of length 2e 8:-bit stagesWbich thus has a total storage capacity
of 16e bits. These parity-check symbols are inserted at the end of the
codewm-d, after the 2'55-2e infm-mtion symbols
p. 22'5,, Figure 6.5.5
We assume that the information stream can be interrupted for 2e symbol
times (lei symbol times in the interleaved case discussed below) to insert
the parity checks. This assumption is valid when the data stream consists
of several time-division -nultiplexed users (where each is alloted a data
burst whose length is amultiple of 2e), or for a pictorial scan application
where the parity- check s	 is can be inserted between successive scans.YIMI)O
-7-
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With this encoder implementation, interleaving can be performed in
a very simple and inexpensive manner. Suppose we choose to interleave
i = 16 Reed-Solomon. words. Then the interleaves can be implemented as
ar. integral part of the encoder by inserting fifteen 8-bit symbols
(cr 120 bits) of delay between successive encoder stages. The outer
encoder-interlea4rer operation can be described with the aid of Figure 6.2
of Appendix A. The first K = 8 bit a nformation symbol of the first
Reed-Sol-apron word is fed to the inner (convolutional) encoder and also
inserted into the first (leftmost) stage of the shift register of the
outer encoder parity-check generator. This is followed by the first
symbols of the remauung i -- 1 = 15 Reed-Solomon words. Then all the
second 8-bit symbols of the 16 Reed-Solomon words are both fed to the
inner encoder and to the parity-check generator. This continues until
all 2'55-2e information symbols of each of the 16 Reed-Solomon codewords
€	 have been exhaumted. We note that in this manner the outer encoder
f
parity-check generator is time-shamed among the 16 words and that the
partial parity-check sums are stoned in the delay lines between encoder
stages for 15116 th of the time. Once the information symbols have been
exhausted, the contents of the leftmost stage of the register contains the
first parity-check symbol of the first codeword, which can therefore be
fed next to the inner encoder. Continuing to shift for an addtona]
2ei : 2 e symbol times (or 2 8e bit times), but without inserting any new
information  symbols,, we thereby generate all 2ei parity-check symbols of
the i = 16 Reed-Sohn codewcr+ds , which are fed from the leftmost stage
of the outer encoder to the inner convolutional encoder.
YThe total storage required in the encoder shift register consists,
therefore of 2e 8-bit registers and 2e 120-bit registers for a total
storage of 2 8e bits. Even for e = 20 the storage is reduced by more
than an order of magnitude relative to the decoder requirerements. Even
more important is the form of the encoder storage, which allows for
considerable sin plif cation through the use of integrated circuits. In
particular if we choose i - 1 = 2 , where r is some integer, the total
encoder and interleaver memory can be implemented by using 4e integrated-
circuit shift-registers, 2e being 8-bit register and the remaining 2e
being 2r-lit register. At the data rates discussed in Section 11,
such integrated circuits are available for r = 7(2 r = 128) and even
higher. Thus, with e < 10, the capplexity of the outer encoder and
nterleaver appears to be on the grader of that required for long
constraint-length convolutional encoders employed in sequential decoding
applications. As noted above, the additional canplexity required here
for the inner short-constraint length convolutional encoder is nearly
negligible by cm parison .
k
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CHAPTEI'k' 3
THE VYPERD1 ]-))-:'COD'1G ALG,01-'tITJ'JIXI INTERAIS
OF 'hIlF, "FRELLIS DIAGRAM
The primary purpose of this chapter is to present the trellis
diagram [Farney (1967)] for convolutional codes and to use it to give a
simple explatiation of the Viterbi d-ccoding al gorithm. This explana-
tion is in terms- of` an example Nv'hich also shows some of the practicalple
problems which would be encountered in buil.ding , or simulating a
Viterbi decoder. This discussion is si. m. ilar to an explanation of the
Viterbi decoding algorithm .given by Heller. t The chapter concludes
with a simple proof that the Hamming distances between the received
sequence'acid the retained paths in the Viterbi decoding algorithm can-t2
not differ by more than a fixed amount.  This fact was first noted by
Morrissey (1968).
3.1 Th, e Trellis Diagram
Co n-volutional icodes have Iong been thought of as tree codes
which coritinue to grow until: the tree is terminated by ini-,, crtirior K- I
known data. symbols into the shift register. However, this obscures the
fact that after the input symbols have been identical for.K-1 consecu-
tive symbols. the paths; remerge (i. e., they produce the same- channZA
symbols).s). Indee,d, this observation is tie basis of th1. Nriterbi al-oritlun.
Recently, Forney (1967) has described a trellis diag,1-11^7a-m which clearly
shows this merging property. This trellis diagraiiv'will be described
in terms of a simple example, and the method can easily be ex-tended
to more complex systems,
I
Consider the binary—input rate R -i (in bits /channel symbol)
constraint ieiigth K = 3 convolutioiial enco ler shown in Fi gure 3. 1.
T
"'Short Coustr,-)iiit Leln yth Convolutional Codes,'' short talk presented
at the IEEE lnt.ero -tiot.al Co-minunicaticns Cohference, June 9-11,
1969, 13OLIdei-, Colocado.
O L * 0 00. 201
S I
0
L-1	 L	 L+1 L+2
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CON MUTATOR
CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER
FIGURE 3.1
The additions are mod 2 and the state S = (s ,, 8 is initially
(00). Now let the first bit 
a1 be shifted into the shift register. Since
a1 could be a "'V" or a '4 1"' the state at time I could be (0 !0) or (01) with
output symbols 00 or 11, respectively. Similarly when the other syn-1-
bols are shifted into the shift register the state transitions and corre-
spo n-ding output symbols can be computed. All of the possible state
trancitians can be conviently shown on a trellis diagram, as in !'Picrure
3.2.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
00 010	 00 00	 00
10	 %
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of
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The dotted lines represent "'i" input bits and the solid lines
represent "0"' input bi -ts. The output symbols generated in each tran-
sition are also shown. Note that sit-ice the input sequence is termin-
ated with K 1 =2 zeros, the last two transi-'ioils contain only solid lines.
Also the output symbols on branches coming from the same node are
complements of eadh other. This is always true when there is a con-
,n ection between every mod 2 adder and the input.. If there is a connec-
t on between every mod 2 adder and the output of the last unit delay,
then the output symbols on branches entering the same node are also
co, m-- plemienf s. In Chapter 4 it is shown that one of these cases may be
assiumed without loss of generality and all of the optimum (in a sen.se
to be defined in Chapter 4) codes examined have a complete set of con-
nections at the encoder input and at the output of the last unit delay.
Thus., even though the number of branches in a binary tree doubles with
each unit time increase, all of the possible paths can be displayed on a
trellis diagram with 2 K-1' states, regardless of the length of the input
sequence.
3. 2 A Viterbi Decoding Algorithm Example
Now let us examine a digital communication system which uses
the convolutional encoder of Figure 3. 1. In particular, let us trans-
mit L = 4 zero message bits over C-4 binary symmetric channel and use ra
Viterbi decoder, wh i ch, as was shown in Chapter 2, is equivalent to a
maximum-likelihood decoder. The encoder must then decide which of
Lthe 2 pos,sible received sequences were transmitted. It does this by
choosing a path with the largest log-likelihood function, and if more
som tie-ethan one pith has the same highest log-likeh,hood function,,
breaking rule must be used. This tie-breaking rule will not affect the
path log -lit:clihood function, but it can clam  the bit Probability of
error. In practice., then channel output will usually be a quantized
I
_A4-
version of a continuous rand:orr. vari.able, and as the number of quanti-
zation levels increases, the probability of a tic- becomes negligible.
For a binary symmetric channel with crosrover probability
p< choosing the path with the largest log-likelihood function is
equivalent to choosing the path closest in Hamming distance to the
received sequence, Now assume the first six received s ymbols are
00	 01	 10
Then consider another trellis showing all the possible transmitted
sequences up to time 3 (i. e. , the first K branches),s), and lable each
branch with the Hamming distance between the output symbols of that
branch and the correspondingg.- bits of the received sequence, as shown
in Figur e 3. 3.
TIME ---r— 0	 2
0 Ct- 0.
	
0	 . 
\je
V
10
STATES
01
0
RECEIVED
	 LI I
S EQUERGE	 00	 01	 10
TRELLIS AT TIME 3
FIGURE 3. 3
As in Chapter 2, denote the paths by their corresponding input
sequences with the initial bit written first. Then the Viterbi decoder
begins by cxamining the first K branches,and making 2 K-1 = 4 pairwis,^
comparisons among those P aths with the same last K-2-2 symbols.
After these comparisons, arre m-ade, one of the two branches entering
each state at tim6 3 can be eliminated, z.s in Pi lo- , re 3. 4..211
I	 I
f
-AS-m-
r	
TI ME	 01	 I 2	 I 3 
j	 10
	
STATES	 ^^ c	 p
01	 `0	 b
	
RECEIVED	 1 1	 %0-0 -- -0
	
S ,EQUENCE	 010	 01	 1^0
,
TRELLIS AT TIME 3 AFTER COMPARISONS
FIGURE 3.4.
Figure 3. 4 can obviously be simplified by removing the branch from
state (01) at time l to state (10) at time 2. This leaves four possible
paths. Now assume two more bits are received, for example, 0.0.
This is shown on the trellis of Figure 3, 5
	
T I NE	 0 O	 I 1 2 1 3 0 4
00
	
STATES
	 •
01, o
1 1
{
	
	 11	 ^'^-- 0RECEI VED
	
SEQUENCE  
	
^. GO	 0'I
	 to	 0:0
TRELLIS AT TIN:E  4
FIG UP, 3. 5
Again the Viterbi decoder makes 2 K-1 pG irwise cor-npari sons among
these paths wi th the s.a me last K-1 symbols. This time two of the
A6-
4comparisons etid Lip as ties. Assume these ties are resolved as in
Figure 3. 6.
	
T I ME	 0 p 1	 2 I 3	 4
00
♦ e
	
10	 0
	
STATES	 *4
	
01	 \CL	 \cc	 1110
1*0
	-0
	
RE CE I VC -E D	 	 110
	
SEQUENCE
	 0 10	 01	 110	 010
TRELLIS AT TIME 4 AFTER COMPARISONS
FIGURE 3. 6
Figure 3. 6 can then be simplified to Figure 3. 7.
	
TIME	 0 a 1 1 2 1 3 0 4
GO
	
10	 000A*0
1%
	
STATES	
N Z,01
RECEIVED
	
S^EQEUIENGE	 0 0	 01	 110	 0.0
TRELLIS AT TIME 4 AFTER SIMPLIFICATIONS
FIGURE 3'.
At this point all four paths have the sam.1, first bit, so the decoder call
make a decision on this bit before the remainder of thc• miessa ae is
received.
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Each time a pair of symbols is receivcd, the trellis is extended
one time unit, resulting in 2 K possible paths. Then the number is
reduced to 2 K'-1 by making pairwise comparisons among those paths
with the same last K-1 symbols. in this example there were only four
message bits, so the K-1 terminating zeros now enter the shift register.
Ass time the next txVo received bits are both ones. The trellis can then
be extended as in Figure 3. B.
	
T 1 M,E	 0 0 1 1 2 1 3 0 4 200	 0-------,o----
V
	
^►^ 	 `^	 !
10	 \	 \	 0
	
STATES	 ^♦ p ^ ^ ` ^`
01
	
R'EGE I V°ED	 I
	
S E QU+E NNE	 00 01	 10
	
0'0
TRELLIS AT TIME 5
FIGURE 3. 8
This time only half as many pairwise comparisons are made, sinr:e the
paths can only end with 00 or 10. The results of these comparisons
are shown in Figure 3. 9. Finally, as.surne the last two received bits
are both zero. Them simplifying Figure 3. 9 and extending it one time
unit gives Figure 3. 10.
Thus after making the final comparison, the Viterbi decodier
chooses the path 00100:0. Since all zeros were transmitted, it
has made a word decoding, error and this word contains one bit error.
However, ro path is closer in Hamming listance to the reco.ived
sequence than the path chosen., and a maximum-likelihood decoder which
compares all 2L possible path-s at the end of the tree would <_lso have
f
4
5
4
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	TI ME 4 	5^---- -- ^ 0
 o--a- 
1 1 2 1 ^ 0 
	
\.00-	 o
•	 10 	 O
STATES
01
RECEIVED	 11	 b
SEQUENCE -	 - —:1 00	 01 .
	10
	 00	 11
TRELLIS AT TIME 5 AFTER COMPARISONS
FIGURE 3.9
	
T`I M E
	 0 0 1 t 2	 3	 4	 5^ 6
00 0­v-----C —q	 ^-
Ve
10	 ^	 ^^	 0
	
STATE-5
	 ^^ Q
01
RECEIV'Ed 11
	
S E Q !U'E N GE	 010
	 01	 10	 0:0	 11
	
00
TRELLIS AT TIME 6
FIGURE 3. 10
made a word decoding error. For the path chos en is a distance 3
from the received sequence and the all zero message is a distance 4
from the received sequence.
A dis.Aay similar to this sequence of figures has been pro-
grammed o-i a graphics terminal with are SUS Si.,;^na^-7 computer,
Besides the binar - syrnmetric channel tf:is program can han_?le a
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6bin, ary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel with symmetric
out .put quantization. Since this program is similar to the simulation
program discussed in Chapter 5, it will not be d ,.Isc-Q. ssed further here..
This display is a useful aid in understanding the Viterbi decodifig
0
algorithm and has been helpful in studying memory truncation.
3.3 Memory Truncation
In practice, several thousand information bits may be transmitted
before the trellis (or tree) is terminated with K-1 zeros. In fact, with
a Viterbi decoder the entire message may be transmitted before the
terminating sequence is inserted. However, as the number of inform- a-
tion bits beciomes large, the storage requirements for the 2 K-1 pat n-S
soon become excessive. Fortunately, as noted in the preceding example,
the paths tend to merge several constraint lengths back and decisions
can be made on those  bits. Thus only One unm e rge- d portion of the
paths need be stored. The problem of choosing a suitable memory
length
 is discussed in Chapter 5. Here the problem will simply be illu-s-P
trated using a trellis diagram..
Consider the encoder used in the previous example, and assume
that a long sequence of zero information bits are going to be encoded
and transmitted. Also assun%e that the trellis can only store 2K-1,
7 bit sequemes.. That is, the trellis is only 7 time units long. Then
at time 7 let the trellis be as in Figure 3. 11, Since all four paths are
merged up to time 1., a decision can be made on the first bit and when
the next pair of symbols are received, the trellis of Figure 3. 11 can
be shifted to the left
.
, as shown in Figure 3. 12. AfteA- ,
 the compari-
sons assume that this trellis reduces to diat of Figure 3. 13. When
the next pa. r of sym- )) ols a re re ceiv c d, n, :) decision can be made on thy:
second bit 
.9 but the trellis must still be Ehifted to the left, as in FigureC),
3.14.
V
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n	 TIME	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
^	 e
e	 ^
10	 ♦ 	 t
a	 r
STATES
4#
v
65	 6	 7
0.0
10
STATES	 V	
OA
01 , 	 Vlel	
Nb
II
TRELLIS AT TIME 8 AFTER COMPARI$ONNS
FIGURE 3.13
	
TIME	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 9
GO 0- Q
10
	
STATES	
%b
ol
L11
2 nd INFOMAAT:O WN BIT
I st INFO:RtJAT,0N BIT
TRELLIS AT TIME' 9
blllGUI-',r,, 3.14
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Now recall	 givcii the state, the Pr(^-vious 1i-1 syinbols can be
deter mined. WI hen the states, are chosen as in PiffL17'C 3. 1 a state
(S S ) mea n - thai. the two previotis inforraatio. symbols were s 	 as
1 2	 S	 1	 1
S 
20
labeled in Yigure 3. 14. So the trellis of Figure 10. 14 gives all nine
information symbols-of each of the 2 K paths. And since- a diecision
has already heem n-,iaxle on the first bit ., the trellis inay bo shifted left
again when the next two symbols are received without inserting an
error dlu ,e to memory tr-uncation. After the comparisons at time 9,
the shift, and the comparisons at time 10, assume the trellis reduces to
that in Figure 3. 15.
110
TIME	 3,	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 9
0,0
10 0^	 o	 M L
STATES
101
Ii
3rd INFORMATION BIT
Zn,d INFORMAT 1 1ON BIT
TRELLIS AT TIME 10
FIGURE 3. 15
Now before the trellis can be shifted again, a decision must be made
on the seocnd information bit. One method is to choose the bit which
belongs to the path with the largest loA-likehhood function up to the
-ith tPresent time. In Figure 3. 15 the path A..	 he largest log-likelihoo-d
function is labeR:d M 	 method s 1--ised the second bitL, Thrus if this met
k
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would be' decoded as a "I". This same procedure is then repeated
until all the iniform. ati-On symbols have been, shifted through the Shift
register.	 -F
3.4 Distance Differences of the. Surviv,.-ng LPaths
At each step, besides storin g the unme 'rg 'ed portions of the 2 K-1
possible paths, a Viterbi diecoder naust also store the log-likelihood
functions of these paths, or for the binary symmetric channel the
Hamming distance betwe len, each retained path and the received
se-quience rniist be stored. We will now show that for a rate R = I Iv
(in bits /channiel symbol) constraint length K convolutional code the
difference in the Harnming distances (with respect to the received
sequ,ence) of any two of these retained paths is less than or equal to
v (K. - 1).
Let a be the mini m. , ^um Hamming distance path at time j
a =
 aj
V 
a a	
'' a
	
'j-(K- I)-rl'i i+1 i+2
fiend let a..
X
 be any other surviving path at ti.-rim j wh ich is meiged with
-"
a up to time i (pos. sibly. tine 0) where they diverge. Since they are
both surviving paths, they cannot have the sa m- ,
 je last K- I bits. Thus
a is of the form
a=a.	 a	 at ... a!	 a
—x	 1''' i i+I i+2	 J-(K-I) j-(K-1)+l-'"j
where a. isis the complement of a
i+ I 'k, 
is any binary symbol (pos-
+1
sibly the saj.-ne as a
k
 as long as no K-1 consecutive bits of the two
paths are i1entical) ,  and the double overbar means those bits cannot all
be the sam ,. as the last K-I bits of a. N-o ,,A,, conzicler another path a
Y^,
which afire :Ds with path a up to time j- (K-1) and =-hose last K-1 bits
are identical to the last K-1 bits of path ax
	
Then 
a 
Y 
is equal to
a	 a	 aR	 a	 a
—Y	 V	 i i+1 ai+2'	 j--(K-1) j--(K- 01 1
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Since path a is a survivor in the Viterbi decoding algorithm at three j.,
.-x
it has a Hainming distunice less than.or equal to that of an), other path
with the same last X-1 bits at tine j. Thus
D(ax) -5- D(a	 (3. 1)
where DIa ) Paeans the Hamming distance beti; een the received
—x
sequence and the path corresponding to the input sequ-since a	 If the
last K-1. bits of a are denoted by a	 and the last K-1 bits of a by
—YL
Ma L then
D(a
x 
D(a) Nay) NO = D (a.yL Wa L 	(3.2)—	
——
	
i.-
and since there are v chaim, el symbols per branch, a YL represents a
path with v l(K- 1) channel symbols.. Thus using (3. 2)
Dia
x
	D(a) :
-
5 v (C - 1)
-
Thus for the B'SC., the Haming distances of the 2 K- j; stirvivin-g paths
cannot differ by more than v(K-1). This result can also be generalized
to other memoryless channels.
4
f
I
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CHAPTER 4
SL.? L1-1,CTJ\G GOOD CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
In Chapter 2, time-variable convolution.al cod ,e-s were investi-
gated, and it was shown that for a sufficiently large constraint length
these c4;des can achieve any arbitrarily small word (and hence bit)
probability of error. This chapter is conceArnied with the more Practi-
cal problem of selecting good rate 1 Iv constraint length K fixed
binary convolutional codes. First the class of codes , is reduced by
considering only one code in each set of equivalent codes and by ex-
cluding the codes which exhibit catastrophic error propagation
[Massey (1968)]. Some of the cons 1equences of catastrophic error
propagation are also investigated, and a new necessary and sufficient
condition for catastrophic error propagation is derived.
Then, the codies are compared on the basis of their minimum free
distance, and Heller' s (19 ,68) upper bound on this distance is given and
improved. Next the linear finite-state machin e. approach of Viterbi
(19,69) is described and used to obtain upper bounds on the bit probabil-
ity of error. Finally, the Viterbi decoding al,gorithn is used in a search
for codes with a small bit probability of error and the resiults of this
search are tabulated.
4.1 Equivalent Codes
From, Chapter 2 we know that a fixed binary convolution3l code
which is terminated after L information bits is a group code with an
	
#
L x v (L+K- 1) generator matrix
1	 2 . . . GF	 =k Gk
G (4.1)
G G	 0011,1 2*
X
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zero and that G is not zero. For if G were zero, the constraint
a—K	 --K
length could be redefined as ane less than the present value.
Now define the reciproc-al of the subgenerator by
(g.,	 9	 (4.5))A	 i2 gil
Then two codes whose subgenerators are reciprocals of each other
have identical weight spectrums. Because for any code word u G of
one code, the reciprocal of this code word belongs to the other code
and reciprocal code words have equal weight. In fact, this reciprocal
code word is formed with the reciprocal of u.
Another obvious way of obtaining an eqUivalent code is to change
the ordering of the subgerierators. Fox~
	 consider  the con-
volutional . code with slulb ,gen,erators g,= (1110) and g 2 = (1101) written
1110 
And . let — denote equivalence.. Then some equivalent codes are-1101.
1110	 0111	 1110	 1.011	 (4.6)
1101	 1011	 1011	 1110
where the reciprocal, shifting, and ordering procedures have been
asied.
Thus in searching for the best code only o ,-qp, code in each equiva-
lence class need. be considered, and as noted, we may assume that the
first component of each of its stibgenerators is one.
4. 2 Catastr2phic Error Propagation
Assume that a convolutional encoder is used to transmit an
infinitely long message over a binary -input binary -output channcl.
Then a dec odes is said to exhibit catastrophic error progapation wheit
a finite nwnber of channel errors results in infinitely miandecodinc yY	 4__
mistakes [ Massey (19 16 .40j)]. Massey and Sain (196b,) have derived a tic ^ -
essary an6 SUfficie-nt conditi-ain for cataLtropl-rc ei •ror propagation of i
I
i'RECMING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMI,'a,'
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L-1	 L L+I Lf2
0 0 4
-1
I
convolutional code of rate ;k/v. For the class of rate 1/v convolu-
tional codes consWered here a code exhibits catastrophic error propa-
gation if and 6bly. if the aulb,generator polynomials Contain a conimon
factor. IPor example, the rate 1/2 constraint length 3 convolutional
2
eode des^rjbed by the subge-neri-Aor polynom. inals g 
1 
(D) D +1 and
g2.(D) = Dp'+D exhibits catastrophic error propagation since the sub-
0
generator polynomials have a commonon, factor of D+1. The trellis
diagram of this code shov ring the encoder output symbols is shown in
Figure 4. 1.
TIME	 0
000 0
110
STATES
01
L if
1	 2	 3	 4
.- eaoqp, - , .
TRELLIS DIAGRAM FOR A CODE NVITH
CATASTROPHIC ERROR PROPAGATION
FIGURE 4.1
Now if the all zero message is encoded and iransmitted over a binary
symmetric channel and the received s-equonee is
	
11	 01	 010	 00 ...	 00	 11	 01
then the maximum likelihood path is 1111, .. 100. Thus six cliannel
errors have caused an arbitrarily large r-umber of bit decoding error'...
In gen .-ral it is clear that catastrophic error propagation ca n,.ation
occur if and onlv if ihere exists a zero w-tiolit path from some nonzero
	
V	 C2
	
state back to itself. Using thkis fact the fc,llowi q, theorem
	 proved.SP	 dZI
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Theorem: If the cacDd ,--r for a raic I /v constraint length K
fixed binary CO',1VO1L11. :J.O11Ul code i.s. initially in any nonzero state
and K-f input symbols are slufted into the shift re gister, then
all v IK- 1) outpat symbols can be z-^ro only if the code e-%hibits
catastropliie error p.ropagatiun. Conversely, if cata strophic4.rophi
error propagation occurs, then there exists at least one nonzcro
input state and one sequence of K-1 input symbols such that the
corresponding v(K-1) out puts, are zero,
First recall that we may assume that the first component of each sub-
generator is a one and that the last component of all the subeFenerators
is not zero. So the two branches from each state have v-symbol out-
put sequences which are coi-aplem-lents of each other. Also the output
symbols corresponding to the two branches entering any state cannilot
be identical. In particular, the shift register can never be taken from
a nonzero state to the zero state by a zero weight path, because one of
the two branches entering the zero state is the zero weight path frona
the zero state and the two enter'ing branches cannot he identical.
Now assurne that for some nonzero initial state and some iiap,ut
Sequence of length K-1, the v(K-1) outputs are all zero. Denote the
contents of the shift register at these K-1 thnnes by the K-COMPOnesn.
vectors A 1,..., A
K - 
1 . Then since the Ehfft- register cannot be taken
from a nonzero state to the zero state by a zero weight path, none of
the A are all zero.
Consider the case where all the Ii i
 
are linearly indepeadient.
Then since the outputs, are zero whenever the shift register contents
are A., 1 i
-
:S-. K -1 0 the outptrrts are also zero for all 2
K-1
linear colin-
bination, q rf these A
	 We also know t ► -at the two bran-che's out of any
state J- L - ., tput symbols which vire conipletnents of each other. So
• all the bi.Lnehes -contain output s-,,, rabols which are either all zeros or
I
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all ones'. Thus all the subgenerators are idenifical. And by- Massey
and Sain's 'condition rh is means. that the code exhibits catastrophic
error propaghtion.
!re exists at least one
Let J be the maxi-
Then this 'Linear rela-
6	 (4.7)
If the Ai are not linearly indep6ndi-nt, the
;linear combination of the Ai which. equals zero.
mum value-of i inlkmy. such linear combination.
tionship can be written as
A
	
(A 1 , ... , A
Now let us examine AJ+l Since A,+, repre sents the contents of a=
K-stage shift register at time J+1, the last K-I components of AZ:-j + I
are equal to the first K- I components of Aj Also given the lastIL;-
K-1 input symbols, there is at most one value for the first component
such that the v output symbols are zero. Consider the vec- tor
(A	 A	 Each term of the argument has its last K- 1 compo -2
nents equal to the first K- 1 components of the corresponding terms of
(4.7), and consequently, the last K -1 components of the linear aom billa -
tion are equal to Ibe first K-1 components of A
J. 
of (4. 7). Also since
this is a linear combination of A	
J_V# A	 it produces zero output_
symbols. So if the first Jv output symbols are zero, then there is an
input symbol such that the next v outputs are also zero. And this
input symbol is Just the first co,inponent of the vector A
	
where
A	 (4.8)
^-Zj +I	 ^A-2`	 ZLJ
By repeating this argument with
Aj+k	 J(_A
I+k P***#A J- 1+k
	
k O$ 1 j 2 j e **	 (4.9)
we have th--L'11 there exists an arbitrarily lo.nig input sequence which
produces an all zero output. After at most 2K-1 input symbols have
been shifted into the shift register, some state in the path (sequence
.0
of states) specified by the last K-1 components of A	 A
A 0 0.0 A 	 must be repeated.MIZ 	 where A J+11 is given by (4. 9
So there is a zero Weight path fro,ni some nonzero state back to itself.
Thus the code exhibits catastrophic error propagation.
The converse follows easily. For, if catastrophic error propa-
bation, occurs, there exists a zero weight path from some nonzero
state back to itself and by repeating this path an arbitrarily long zero
weight path may be formed. Thus the theorem is proved.
4.3 Upper Bounds on the Minirnium Free Distance
Before proceeding any further in the search for good convolu-
tional codes, Borne criterion of goodness must be chosen. - the best
criterion would be to choose the code with the smallest probability of
error. However, this is difficult, if not impossible, to do. Another
con - m--. 
on 
criterion is to choose the code with the largest minimum dis-
tance (between code words) over a constraint length. But since most
of the paths compared by the Viterbi decoding algorithm- are unm erged
for more than K branches, this is a poor criterion. A better choice is
to compare the codes on the basis of their unrestricted minimum dis-
tance between code wordis. This unrestricted minimum distance is
called the m-inimum free distance and is the only distance used here.
Now let us find an upper bound on 4Jui-s minimum distance. As
noted previously, a terminated binary convolutional code with L inform -
at=on bits is a group, or linear, code with an Lxv(L+-K-l) dimensior.-.Al
generator matrix. So instead of comparing the codes on the basis of
their minimum distance bet-ween code words, we m- ;ay equivalently coin -
pare the rrinimum weights of their nonz, ,ro code words. Also it is
Well known [Peterson (1961)] that if all
	 code words are arranged
as rows of a matrix, then any colunin which is not all zero contains
-A22-
half ones aced ha'If zeros. Thus the total weight of the 21'
	
words
is bounded by
total weight,	2	 AL+K• 1)	 (4. 1 O^
Since there are 2L-1 nonzero code words and their rain 'mum  weight
must be less th an or equal to their average weight, the min imlu m dis-
tance satisfies
2 L	 v(L+-K- 1)d	 (4.11)
min 2 1
Thus bound is valid for any L and it is also valid for nonzero sequences
of length < L. Therefore (4. 11) specifies a sequence of bounds, and
the tightest bound can be obtained b y- mini M.- izing on	 Thinsn  for arbi -
trarily large L
in min
	 V(9+Kin —	 d H	 (4.12)
	
m	
.1 <	 2V 21
where [x] denotes the largest .integer less than or equal to x. This
bound was derived by Heller (196-8) and is denoted d
H*
 Heller has
also shown  that the minimum, mum in (4. 12) occurs at a value of I that
varies as log K and that for large K, (4. 12) reduces to
Kvd	 <
min ~ 2
If d 
H 
is odd, then the bound of (4. 12) can sometimes be improved
•	 by using the fact that the weight of any binary group code with odd
minimuum weight is increased by one when a parity-check digit is
addlede For assume (4. 12) is oWtim, !zed with a,n - i. n-put sequence of
length, 1;=h and that d 
H 
is odd. Thera if a parity-check digit is added
to the cod(- with h input sy. m.bals, the resulting code is a group code
with an h [v(,htK-1)+1j dimension-al generator matrix. The minimum
distance o
-i'this extended code can be bounded with a Plotkin bound
[Peterson (1961)) similar to (4. 12) yieking
*See also: Lay1azid, J. ar4 R. MqMiece $ "An Upper BMnd
Distance of a wee Code,"cn the kee
	
37-62, Vol. III.	
Jet Prcpuision Laborat-cry, Space
	 S, W" MMY 13
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d	 2 
h	 VO-j+K-'L
	 d	 (4.14)
ext.	 2h-1	 2
and so if d < d + I., no code can achieve d.
	 d.11. Thus if d is oddF4 1	 11	 min	 H
and d E < d1-1+ 1 ,  then
d. m. in d 11 - 1	 (4.15)
Another similar procedure for improving (4.12) when d H is odd
is based on the fact that in a group code either all the code words
have even weight or half the words have even weight and half have odd
weight [Peterson (19+61)). So if (4. 12) is optimized with kh and d H is
odd, then the total weight of the 2h code words is bounded by
2 h 	 2h 
_	
1	 (4.16)2 4 J- H + (2 1)(d H + 1) 5 total weight	 0
And using (4. 10) with an input sequence of length h yields
h . 
H	
h
2d + (2L . - 1).(,dH	 2+ 1) :5- L v(h-+K- 1)	 (4-17)2	 .	
or
dH	 h	 fv(h+K- 1) -1+21-h}
-h
-
Thus if d H is odd and (4. 18) is not satisfied, then d H may be decreased
by one, as in (4. 15).
In Table 4. 1 Heller's bound and this improved bound are tabu-
bated for rates 1/2 and 1/3 and constraint lengths up to 2.,0. The re-
aults of a computer search are also shown. So from this table it can
be seen that this improved upper bound is very tight at small con-
straint lengths. It is also believed to W equally accurate at large Coll-
strair-it lengths.
-A24-
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TABLE 4. 1
UPPER BOUNDS ON THE MINIMUM FREE DISTANCE
Length
Rate = 1 t2 Rate = 11'3
Heiler's Improved Min Hell dm-in
Upper Bound Upper Bound Achieved Upper Bound Upper Bound Aeldeved
3 5 5 5 8 8
4 6 6 fs 10 1
5 8 8 8 12 12 12
6 9 8 8 13
7 10 to 1.0 15 15 14t
8 1.1 11 10 t 17 16 is
9 12 12 12 1.8 18
10 1.3 13 20 20
14 14 22 22
12 16 16 24 24
13 17 1.6 25 25
14 1:8 18 27 26
15 13 2;8 28
16 20 211 30' 3:0
17 21 20 32 3:2
18 22 22 33 33
19 23 23 35 34
20 24 24 3116 36
The beat noneatastrophic code has d M
, in^ 
7.
laI.I.t lhere may he a cat-aistraplue errnr prepaigatfing code V 'rith a larger d 
Min*
-- .	 ___A
11
4.4 The .Si ateDia,grain ApproachL
Suppose that we are given a binary , -input output symmetric
channel. Then since a terminated convolutional code is a group code,
we may as ninethat the all zero rnessaLe is transmitted. Now if we
us,c a Vitetbi decoder, an error occurs whenever the log -like lihood
function of one Of the retainned paths which remerges with tile all zero
state ats,oznetime j is grey p er than that of the all zeros path up to tiine
j. For sm-all constraint lengths the Hamming weight of all such paths
can be deter m­ ined by the following procedure Witerbi (19169)).
Consider a state diagrarn with the all zero state sp ilit open.
Label the branches with D1, where i is the Hamming weight of that
branch. For example, the K=3 ,  R,=1 /2 convolutional code of Figure 3. 1
with slubgenerator polynomials g 1 (D) = D 
2 
+D+1 and 92 (D) D 
2 
+1 would
have a modified state diagram as in Figure 4. 2.
MODIFIED STATE DIAGRAM FOR THE
CODE OF, FIGURE 3.1
FIGURE 4. 2
The over-:ill transfer function of this directed graph can then be
obtained.
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Thus there is!onc incorrect patb, of weight 5, 2 of weight 6, etc.
Using (4. 19), we may then find. an tipper bound on the probabilitf
of error at any stop in the Viterbi d,ceoding aigorithm. Assume that
antipodal PSIS modulation is used 61-1. an additive white Gaussian noise
channel with one sided spectral density N 0 And let the positive and
negative pu. lses both have energy r, b' Then the probability of error in
comparing an incorrect path which differs in k symbols from the cor-
rect path is given by [Wozencraft and Jacobs (1965)]
2kEb
	
P=	
vX 4)	 (4. 20)0
where	 2
Q W	 2e 	do	 (4.21)
x 121- 7r
and v	 is the -number of channel symbols per information bit. In
Appendix S the following usieful inequality is proved.
	
Q( x' —+y ) 15 e y / 2	 x 0, Y ?: 0	 (4.22)
Using (4. 19), (4. 20), and (4. 22), the probability of error at any step
cain,
 be upper bounded with a union bound yielding
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To dietermine the bit probability of error we need to know the
nu-naber of bit errors resulting from an incorrect path decision. These
may be computedputed by adding a factor of N to each, branch of the modi-
fied state diagram which corresponds to a 'T' input bit. We can also
find the leingths of these paths by adding a factor of L to each branch.
With these changes Figure 4. 2 becomes
DNL
DNIL	 DrL
C, NL
MODIFICATION OF FIGURE 4.2
FIGURE 4.3
Now the transfer function is
D5NL3T (D o 9114, L) t 1 -DNL-DNL2
= D5 3 6 2 4 5)+1)7 3 5	 6NL +D N (L +L J N (L + 2 L + L7	 (4. 24)
1
0
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There is one pail of weight 5, and it is three branches lance and results
in one bit error. Thpre are two paths of weight 6, one of length 4 and
one of length,5, and bath result in two bid; errors, etc. Differentiation
of (4. 24) with respect to N followed by setting N and L equal to o,ne
weights the incorrect paths by their number of bit error 's. 'then using
(4. 20), (4. 2:2), and (4.24) and a union bound yields the following bound
on the bit probability of error.
	
E	 E	 E
pE bit Q 5 Nb + 2. 2 " fi Nb + 3 . 4Q 7 Nb
	
0	 0.	 o
	
.	 E	
-2
	
b	 Eb
-	 b	 -,-
	
Eb 	2N-
	
2No
Q	 5 N	 1t2. 2e	 t3. 4e	 +...0
Eb
Q. 5 N
	
o	 (4.25)2
l-2e Eb 
/2N o
Since (4. 23) and (4. 25) are based on a anion bound, they are only
useful for reasonably high energy-to-noise ratios. In Figure 4. 4 the
bound of (4. 25) is compared with the results of a simulation of this
system wit"i 32 output quantization levels. It was founid that very littl e
improve^m- , ent can be obtained by using more than 32 quantization lEVels.
The results for two quantization levels (, e., a BSC) are also shown.
This state diagra- -rx approach is also helpful in izinderstanding
catastrophic error propagating codes. Previously, a code was shown
to ex'h'ibit catastrophic error propagation if and only if there was a
zero weight path from some nonzero state back to itself. In terms of
the m.odificd state diagram this zero weight path is just a closed loop
with zero weight.
t-
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64. 5 The Sea1 •c:h for Good Convolutional Codes
Although the state diagram approach is helpful in finding good
codes for sin;11 constraint lengths (K:54), it is extremely difficult to
find the tra rxsfer function for an arbitrar- ,
 code of higher constraint
length. So first let us jiu,st find the minimum weight of any path which
diverges from the-all zero path at time zero and remerges at any
later time. Any such path will be called an adversary, and clearly, the
mw inimurn weight of the a adversaries is just the minimum free dis-
tance of the code.
Suppose that the all zero information sequence is encoded and
transmitted across a noiseless channel and that a Viterbi decoder
(or equivaleintly a maximum-Likelihood decoder) is used to decode the
message. Rut restrict the first decoded bit to be a one. Then at
any time j? K, this Viterbi decoder will retain 2K-1 paths. And each
path will be the minimum weight path which diverges from the all zero
state at time zero and terminates in a particular state at time j. Thus
for large enough j the minimum free distance of the code is equal to
the weight of the path which terminates at the all zero state. We may
Also keep track of the nu-inber of sulch min .rrium weight paths which
terminate in each stage at each time and the number of bit errors that
these paths represent. For exm- npl_.e, coasider the rate 1/2  constraint
length 3 code 110 .
 The trellis diagram for this code is shown in
Figure: 4.5. As in Chapter 3, the dotted lines represent "I"' input bit:
and the solid lines represent "0"' input bits. The results of the com-
parisons are indicated by a slash or an arc. The slash indicates that
branch may be cut, and the arc mecan.s the two paths in- that comparison
had equal weights; so both paths are ret.zined. By looking at the all
zero state at time 11, we see that the rninimum free distance of this
code is 4 and that there is only one m- inimutn weight adversary and it
represent.c two hit errors.
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Kin this example.the all zero state was observed at time 11, but
the, results would have been the same if the all zero state was observed
at any tinie greater than or equal to 4. It is only necessary that all of
L
the minimum weight- adversaries be remerged with the all zero state.
This can be guaranteed if the weight of the path which terminates at
the all zero state is less tuan or equal to the weights of the pati'l.os
which terminate at- the nonzero states. For previously, it was shown
that we may assume, without loss of generality, that any branch enter-
zero weight and thus tie totaling the all zero state has non	 ,	 'veight of
any pal '.h which reinerges with the all : ,., ero state at a later time is
greater than the minimum weight. However, if the code exhibits
catastrophic error propagation, this condition may never be satisfied,
But since there are 2 K-1 states, there must be at least one non --
zero repeated state in any adversary of length 2 K- 1 +1 branches. in
terms of the modified state diagram this means there is at least one
-h.	 'h fclosed loop n the pat	 So there is another pat, formed by omitting
these closed loops, which has weight less than or equal to (strictly "Less
than if the code does not exhibit catastrophic error propagation) the
weight of the original path. Thins every code has at least one mini-
K-1I
mum weight adversary with length less than or equal to 2
	 branches.
And if the code does not ex-Inibit catastrophic error propagation," every
minimum iveight adversary has length less than or equal to 2K-1
branches. So it is never necessary to consWor more than 2K-1
branches.
Another stopping rule is based on the theorem at the beginning
of this ch-apter. Let d0 be the improved upper bound on the minimum
free distance given previously. And not , t
 that since we- may assume
th e first coaiponent of every s,tibge1nei •at'cr is a one, the first branch
of every pa.li w-hich blegins wits. a "'I" input bit has weight v. Now if
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the code does not exhibit catastrophic error propagation and if any
path retainad.by the Viterbi de.cod;cr does not renzerge with the all
zero path, then the first branch of this path has weight v, and from the
theorem.  each successive sequence of K -1 branches has a weight of at
least one. Thus th s path must have a weight of at least d aftero 
1 + (If-1) (do-v) branches. If a retained path does rernerge with the
all zero state, it clearly has weight greater than do. So the condition
for the first stopping rule is satisfied. Also if after 1 r (K- l) (do-v)
branches one of the retained paths which terminates at a nonzero
state has weight less than that of the path terminating in the all zero
state, then the code exhibits catastrophic error propagation..
In a complete search of all codes of a particular rate and con-
straint length, many code-s can be eliminated quickly , without using this
procedure. Thus the required computer. time can be redlaced by using
this procedure only after verifying that the paths corresponding to
input sequences of 10... 0 and 110. ,'. 0 have weight greater than some
lower bound. Alsc codes whose subgenerator polynomials contain a
common factor of D+l (i, e, , the subgenerators all contain an even
number of ones) can be q.ur--ckly eliminated.
Using these techniques, a ciomplet , , search was made of all rate
1/2 and 1/3  codes of constraint lengths up to 9 and 8, respectively.
And all the different., noncatastro:phic; codes with the maxi murn, mini-
mum free distance for that rate and constraint length were tabulated.
Then all those cod,es whose adversaries contained more than the
m—inirnum number of bit errors were eliminated. If more than one
code rerna ;_rcd, only those codes with tLe smallest number. of bait err , ors
among their adversaries at the min xnu ni distance plus one were re-
tained. If more than one code still remii. ned, the adversaries at the
minh-aum distance plus two etc.. , were examined until only titre code
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Iremained. If this S-Urviving code were u,!7-, ,e,d on a binary sym, metric
channel with -. low ci-b.ssover probability or with an antipodal PSK
x-nodiulator on an additive v.-kite Gaussian noise channel with symmetric
output 4uiantiz zation at high energy-to-noise ratios, then it would ha%. ►e
a bit probability of error less than or equal, to that of any other code
of that rate and con-straint lexiigth. In this sense 'this code is the best
code for that rate and constraint length. These results are tabulated
in Tables 4. 2 to 4,14.
TABLE 4.2
BEST RATE 1/2 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 3 CODE
Code 1.11101
Minimum free distance = 5
Weigh. t	 Number of	 Number of Bit Errors
Ad-xj,,ersaries in tliie Adversaries
5
6 •2 4
7 4 12
8 8 32
9 16 so
10 32 19,2
11 64 448
12 128 1024
J,
4
9
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TABLE 4. 3
BEST RATE 112, CONSTRAINT LEINGI-11 4 CODE'
dod,e 1101
Mini m—uric free distance = 6
Weight Number of Nu, mb,ex- of Bit Errors
Adversaries in the Adversaries
6 1 2
7 3 7
5 18
.9 11 49
10 2'5 1310
11 55 333
•12 121 836
13 26 7 .2-0:69
TABLE 4.4
BEST RATE 1/2 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 5 CODE
11101Code 10011
Minimuni free distance
	 7
Num- ber of Num,-,,,b,e,r of Bit Errors
Weignt Adversaries in the Adversaries
7 2 4
8 3 12
9' 4 20
10 16 72
11 37 225
12 6.8 500
13 176 1324
14 432 31680
I
6TA 13 LF', 4. 5
I 'T RATE' 112 CONSTRAINT3 ImS, LENG"I'll 6 CODE
M101Code 101011
Min-ii-nurn free distp nice = 8
Number of Number of Bit Errors
Weighit Adversaries in ilie Adversaries
8 1 2
9 8 16
10 7 32
11 12 62
12 4:8 332
13 9,5 701
14 2:81 2342
15 605 5503
TABLE 4. 6
BEST RATE 1/2 CONSTRAINT LEINGTH 7 CODE
Code 1011011
Minimum free distaxme = 10
Numberier of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
10 11 3,6
0
12 .318 211
13 0 0
14 193 1404
0 0
16 1331 11633
17 0 0
f
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• TABLE 4.7
BEST I?A'I'E 1/2 CONSTRAIN FJ' LENG"I'll 8 CODE
11111001Qod,e 10100111.
Minimum free distance = 10
Number of Nu m—ber of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
10 1 2
11 6 22
12 12- 6,0
13 26 148
14 52 340
15 132 1008
16 317 26.42
17 730 6748
TABLE 4.8
BEST RATE 1/2 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 9 CUDE
11110,1011 C
Code•	 101110001
Min, iin--um free distance 12
Numb-	 of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
12 11 33
13 0 0
14 5-0 281
15 0 0
16 286 2179
li 0 0
1630 15035
0 0
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6TABLE 4. 9
BEST RATE 1-13 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 3 CODE
Code	 I I I
101
Minirx,jiuin free distance = 8
Number of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
a 2 3
9 0 0
10 5 15
11 0 0
12 13 5,8
13 0 0
14 34 201
15 0 0
TABLE 4. 10
BEST RATE 1/3 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 4 CODE
1111
Code 1101
1011
Min, -i wnum free distance = 10
Number of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
10 3 6
11 0 0
12 2
13 0 0
14 15 58
lv 0 0
16 24 118
17 0 0
I
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• TABLE 4. 1
BEST	 113 COIN'STRAINT J,U7'NC7TIl 5 CODE
Code 11011
10101
Minimum free, distance
	 12
Number of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
12 5 12
13 0 0
14 3 12
15 0 0
16 13 56
17 0 0
18 62 32,0
19 0 0
TAB LE 4. 12
BEST RATE, 113 CONSTRAINT LENGTH 6 CODE,
111101
Code 101011
Minimurn free distance
Numbez' of Number of Bit Errors
Weig -lilt Adversaries in the Adversaries
13 1 1
14 3 8
15 6 26
16 4 20
17 5 19
IE 12 62
1 cl. 14 8-6
2;c. 30 204
I
a
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TA B J, E# 4. 13i
BEST I-,ATT-, 113 C ONSTRAINT LENGTH 7 CODE
I-111001
Code 110,0101
It	 1011011
Minimiun-, free, distance =: 14
N u iyllb .e r of	 Num-bler of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
14 1
15 0 0
16 7 2:0
17 0 0
18 11 53
19 0 0
20 35 184
21 0 0
TABLE 4. 14
ES	 RAINHB T RATE 1/3 co.N. s ,r	 T LENGTH 8 CODE
11110111
Code 11011001
10:010101
Mini mna m- free distance = 16
Number of Number of Bit Errors
Weight Adversaries in the Adversaries
16
17 0 0
18 8 24
19 0 0
20 24 113
2 0 0
2 p2 51 287
2: , 0 0
0
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CHAPTER 5
COMPUTER SIMULATION
Although the theoretical results of the previous chapters are
helpful in cvaluating the performance of digit,-,I communication sys-
tem s which use convolutional codes ,  these results are primarily for
4?
'very large or very' sma l l constraint lengths or large energy-to-noise
ratios. This chapter reports the results of a digital com-puter simula-
tion of a practical convolutional coding system and discusses some of
the engineering tradeoffs which must be considered in realizing such
a system.
5. 1 §ntern Description
The system investigated consists of a fixed binary rate I /v
convolutional encoder,amodulator, achannel l, adem!cdulator, and 
Viterbi decoder. The encoder maps the input data, which isassuirned
to be a sequence of equally probable and mutually independent binary
symbols,ls, intito a binary code sequence. Then for each syrnbol of the
code s=equence the modulator delivers one of two antipodal elementary
waveforms of duration. T transmissiontv seconds for tr i  over the chan-
'nel.. So every T b seconds one bit of information is transmitted.
Now assume that in the absence of noise the received signal is
just an attenuated version of the tra ns mr itted sequence of waveforms.
In particular, let thre received elementary waveforms be ± , F2
(w 0 t + 0), where P is the average received power, tjID is the carrier
freqitency, and 0 is the constant known phase. The channel is also
assumed to contribute zero mean a ddit-_'1,,, e white Gau!ssian noise with
a one-side I power spectra  densiLty of 
N ') watts/cps. This total re:-
CLC,ived sigrial there ent(!•s a demodulcator which is com. pose-c! of a filter
: Lmatched to the el=ementary waveform, a saniple-and-hold circuit, and
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0an amphiude qua ntizer. By an appropriate chkAce of the gain of this
filter, the output of the s,,onple-an.d-hold circuit at time kTb !v can be
written a.
	
^f''Tb	 2Eb•
U.. = x	 +n =x+n	 (5. f)K	 k4 vNo	k	 k v IN, o	 k'
where xk equals + 1 if ' the k th code symbol is 0 and equals - 1 other-
, wise, Eb is the energy per information bit, and the ^i1kI are statisti-
cally independent zero mean unit variance Gaussian random variables.
5o with (5. 1) as an input, a quanti:zer must be chosen which minirnize:s
the probability of error for that energy-to-noise ratio. In general, this
can be dine by choosing an arbitrarily large number of quantization
levels, but increasing the nit-mbbr of quantization levels also increases
6he memory requirements of the system. The procedure used in
selecting a reasonable quanti:zer for the computer simulation is di5-
cussed later in this  chapter.
Finally, based on the qua.ntizer outputs the Viterbi decoder pro-
duees an estimate of the data sequence. However, it is again  necessary
to make some approximations. First the memory of each of the 2-1
retained paths must be truncated at some reasonable number, as dis -
cussed in Chapter 3. And secondly the number of significant figures
to be retained in the log-likelihood functions crust be determined. In
fact, we meay use some other means of comparison. For example, the
quantized outputs could be assigned consecutive integer values instead
of the usual 3og-likelihood values. This set of numbers which is
assigned to the outputs in order to corapc re the various paths is called
the metric )f the d.ecodier. In the above •.xatmple an integer metric was
used and previously- log-likelihood metrit.s
	 used. Again the
metric shot Id be chosen to give a small probability of error L: r iih a
reasonable coinple Jty.
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In the actual SiMTLII.n.Ii0n it is 110liptLI1 to consider the modulator,
channel, and c1cinodulator as a binary-hiput multiple output channel.
Then all the details of the modulator, chanuel, and demodulator are
contained in the transition probabilities of this new channel. To d,e-
-iael given the input symbol,-e output 	 .,termine t	 t symbol of thus ne chath	 L
the unit interval is segmented according to the transition probabilities.
That is, the unit interval is divided into a numbe • of segments equal to
. 
%	 the number of possible outputs for the given input and each interval
has a length equal to the corresponding transition probability. Then
using the power resid ! ULe
 method [I. B. M. Staff (19 ,59)], a pseudo -randoin
number is generated which is dniformily distributed over (0, 1). Attr
the output symbol is chosen to correspond to the segment containing
'T	 the pseudo-random number.
A block diagram of the simulation program is given in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Quantization
.Clearly, transforming the output amplitude- of the matched filter
into a discrete number is an. irreversible operation [Wozencraft and
Jacobs (1965)] and, in generalo increases the probability of error. As
noted above, we would expect this increase to be small for a fine quan-
tization., but a coarse quantization is also desirable b ,ecause'it re-
duces the memory requirements. So some engineering compromise
.nu:st be reached, and this means some calculable measure of per-
' fbrmanee must be chosen. One good measure of performance is the
exponent in the random ccding bounds of Chapter 2 [Wozencraft and
Jacobs (19 ,35), Jacobs (1967)]. In particular, since a typical operating
rate would be near the computational cu toff rate (loo), we will try to
rnax
.
imize the exponent at PI	 From Chapter '214 it can be scen. that tlj(.
upper and iower bounds coincide at rates greater than or equal to IR ,
0'
C nc%cand at R. both expoacnis are equal to li ly .So the difftre , .,, between
0
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the optinl:um (an quantized) l't a and the true R0 will be used as a mea-
0
sure of the degradation dice to quantization.
For practical reasons let us restrict the quantizer to have uni-
formly spaced intervals, and since aanti:podal modulation is usled, let
these intervals be symmetric about zero. Then when the matched
filter output is normalized as in (5. 1), the optimum interval widths array,
be calculated. These interval widths vary with changing en-ergy-to-
noi:se ratios, but in the usual operating range (l< E -b < 2. 5) they are
v 1
essentially constant. in fact., experirn.^entally it was round that the
probability of error is very insiensit:ve to changes in the quantization
In, tervals. The optimum (i. e. , based on the R  measure discussed
above) interval widths for several ntu nbers of quantization levels are
given in Table 5. 1.
TABLE 5. ' 1'
OPTIMUM QUANTIZATION INTERVALS
Number of Interval.
Quantization Width
Levels
8 .58
1:6 .33
32 .18
With the exception of the 8 quantization levels, these are the interval
widths used in the computer simulations. For 8 quantization levels
an interval width of 0. 5 was-used to facilitate comparisoIs with the
data of other researchers [Heller (19,62)].
An, other way of looking at this per"ormance measure is as fol-
lows. Supposr: we are given two systems which operate at diffr-;rent
energy-to-noise ratios and have different quantizers but are Otherwise
identical. And assime that the energy- %o- noise ratios are such that
A46-
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both systems operate at rate R 
0 
Then based on the bounds of
Chapter 2, we would expect both systerns to have about 'the s.-One pr ioba-
bility of ex-ror for reasonably lugh constraint lengths. The optimum
R 0 can be calculated' from (2. 2) yielding
Eb
In .1 (1+e	 0
R
2
	- -- .
	 ) bits/ sy mnbol	 (5.2)
0 opt	 In 2
Mam•pulating (5. 2), we see that without quantization
R	 V-1
N 
b	 v In (2 V	 (5.3)
•	 0
is required to operate at a rate R = -1
V = 
R opt, For a rate 1/2 this0 
means a 2. 46 db energy-to-aoise ratio is required.
Figure 5. 2 shows the results of a computer sirnu lation of a rate
1/2 code which illustrates these ideas. As exp(-..,.cted, the probabilities
of error of the systems with different quantizers are about the same
if they are operated at rate R 0 Also we see that an energy-to-noise
ratio of 4. 6 db is required to operate at rate R 0 with only 2 quantiza-
fion levels. So we have sacrificed about 2. 1 db . in the energy -to -
noise ratio by adding this quantizer. On the other hand, the 8 level
quan-fizer can operate at rate IR 
0 
with ar eniergy-to-noisie ratio of 2.7
db,  which represents a loss of only Q. 24 db in the energy--to-noise
ratio. In, many cases this is an acceptable loss becauise even an infi-
nite increase in the number of quantization levels would only give a
0. 24 db improvement in the energy-to-noise ratio.
Other simulation' results are shown in Figures 4. 4 and 6.3.
5.3 Decoder Approximations
As described previously, a Viterbi decoder retains 2 K-1 paths
at ea-cli step; so after Lv symbols have been received, L 2 L-1
 Wit s - of
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0storage are required to describe the paths. For large L this storage
requirement clearly becoines excessive, and we are forced to limit the
storage available for each path. Assume L.bits of storage are
11	 Oil
available for each retained path. Then before another branch can be
added to the paths, a hard decision raust be made on the infori-nation
bit L
MY 
branches b.4ck. if the paths are not all remerged at that point,
the symbol corresponding to the path with the largest metric is chosen.
said to have a memory of LM.Such a decoder is e	 The effects of var-
ious memories are illustrated in Figure 5. 2. And, in general., it was
found experimentally that a memory of.five constraint lengths is
usually stifficient.
The following argument due to Forney (19,67) also supports this
choice for the memory of the decoder. Suppose the decoder chooses
the first i rd rmation symbol to be the first symbol of the most likely
path out to the it . branch. And assume that all the paths which diverge
at the first branch and remergeby the i th branch have smaller log-
likelihood fdnctions than that of the correct path. Then the probability
of an error in decoding the first information symbol (P is just the
probabi-lity that the log-likelihood function of some path which diverges
from the correct path at the first branch and remains un.m.erged to the
i th ranch is greater than the log--likelihood function of the maximum -
likelihood path, which agrees with the first symbol of the correct path.
This probability can be upper bounded by the probability that one of the
totally unm, egged paths has a larger log-likelihood function than the
correct path. Now select a code at random- as in Chapter 2. Then
upper bounding the number of totally unmerged paths by 21 ,
  
t he
expected vilue of the probability that one of the totally unmerged path.-^
has a larger log-likelihood function than the correct path can be uppe.-
bounded by the ensen-ible average probaLility of error of a random ly
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chosen block code of letigth iv and rate R 
v
-- natsdchannel syinbol.
Th,us front (2. 4)
(P j e 
-i v E(R)
	
P	 (5.4)
where E(R) is given by (2. 5). Now choose i
.
such that
i	 C
K
-
 ri, (^)	 (5 .5
where E 
C 
(R) is the convolutional coding exponent given by (2. 3G).
Then using (5. 5) in (5. 4) yields
-KvE (R)
E(P 1 ) se 	 C	 (5.6)
But (5. 6) is asymptotically  equal to the corresponding convolutional
coding word, and he-nee bit, error probability bound (2. 34). So asyj-n- p -
-totically the expected value of the error probability (P 1 )
 is not in-
creased by imposing a final decision at the i t h branch if (5. 5) is satis-
fted. For example, for a very noisy channel at rate R 
0 the ratio of
Equation (5. 5) is 5. B. Thus asymptotically a memory of 5. 8 constraint
lengths would be sufficient.
To complete the decoder specifications we must choose a metric
for the comparisons. In most of this dissertation a log-1.1kelihood
metric is used, but experimentally it was found that the integer ir-tctr c
performs equally well. And in general, in contrast to the sequential
decoders, the Viterbi decod-er is relatively insensitive to changes in
the metric. So in a practical decoder the system complexity and the
memoryo  require muents can be minimized by using an integer metric.
I	 I
.	 I
CII-API'Ell 6
CONCA"I'ENATIGNT
In this chapter a concatenated coding system with a convolutional
inner code and a Reed-Solomon outer code is described which is
capable of operatin g at very low error probabilities at rates above the
computational cutoff rate (R 
0 ) 
of sequential decoding. The convolu-
tional inner code, decoded with a Viterbi decoder, is --used to obtain a
mw oderate probability of error, and then a Reed-Solomon outer code
with interleaving achieves the desired probability of error.
6.1 System Description
Previously it was shown that the probabilit y
 of error of convolu-
tional codes can be .made arbitrarily small by makin, g the constraint
length sufficiently large. However, increasing the constraint length
also increases the complexity of the -decoder, and in some high-
performance applications the extre , mr ^e decoder complexity may make
t
. 
the system impractical to build. Recently Forney (19,66) has described
a concatenated coding system which can be used advantageously in such
a situation, and a similar system is considered here. In particular, a
concatenated coding system with a Viterbi-diecoded constraint length
K
K convolutional inner code and a 2 -symbol. Reed -Solornon outer cod;(.,
as shown in Figure 6. 1, is investigated.
Based on Forney' s (1966) results, the convolutional inner code
should be ebosen to achieve a moderate Probability of error at slightly
greater than the required rate, So since this is. a high-performai-tce
system ,  a rate slightly less than 1/3 bit khaiinel symbol is assumeel
acceptable. and a rate 113 convoluflon'qL'. Code W"JS chosen. In the act i-el]
simulation a constraint length of 8 was also chosen so that the Vitci•b
-soinable comploxit y . Then the innor codedecoder would have a reL
should he the opthnum (stntillest probibility of error) code of 'Liflis
c:
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rate and constraint length and this code should be optimum for rela -
tively small energy=-to-noise ratios. Unfortunately, no constructive
procedure is known for selecting such a code and the codes fol-rind in
Chapter 4 were optirnuin at high energy-to-noise ratios. Ho'.-Vever
experimentally it was found that the codes of Chapter 4 als'o perform
quite well at smaller energy-to-noise ratiois. So in the sim-ulation the
best rate 1/3'constraizA length 8 code frotn Chapter 4 was used as the
inner code.
Now even though the superchannel has a binary input and output,
the outer code m. , ay have a large alphabet size if we represent each
letter of the outer code, by a sequence of E uperchantivel letters. Then
for an algebraic outer code the onter deeader operation depends only
on the num- ber of sequences of sups rchannel outputs that contain errors.
Such a decoder is especially useful on sliperebanKnels where the errors
are clustered as for a Lonvolutional inner code. For example for
inner code energy-to-noise ratios of the order of 1. 25 db the Constrail't
Length 8 sys.em- which wa:s simulated had 2, 5 bit errors per incorrect
Reed-Solomon symbol. So for a ccnvoluticnal inner code, an
%I
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algebraic outer code with an alphabet Size large enough such that each
_	 symbol represents a sequence at least as long as those of th y; most
likely bit error elUsters is desirable. And since Reed-Solomon codes
belong to tY is class and are opti.rnum- in he sense than no group code
with the sane alphabet size, block length, and . number of check digits
.can have a larger -minimum distance [Gallager (1968)), a 2=1- symlbol
Reed--Solomon outer code was chosen.
To specify the cuter decoder the number of correctable super-
channel symbolbol errors must be established., and for a constraint-
length of 8 this means the probabilities of having i (p E i 5- 255) Reed-
Solomon Errors in the block of 255 symbols rrtru-st be found. These
probabilities are difficult, if not impossible, to determine analytically,
but they were determined by simulation, and it was found that in order
to counteract the extremely long runs of errors in the superchannel.,
it was necessary to insert an interleaving buffer between the inner
and outer coding operations. A possible alternative to this interleav-
ing buffer, which warrants more investigation, is to use a Reed --	
4
Solomon code with a larger alphabet size. That is, choose the Reed-
Solomon r_odde such that each symbol represents a sequence of more
than K superchannel bits. Here, however, assume that an interleaving
buffer, such as in Figure G. 2, is used. The Reed- Solomon encoder
first generates i code words and stores them in the rows of the en-
coding buffer, as in Figure 6.2. Then the Reed Solomon symbols are
read out of the buffer by columns. That is, the firs: K bits of the fir-,t
word etc. , until the first K bits of the i tl ivord are read. There the
second K bits of the first word are read etc. , until all K(2 K_ 1)  bits	 F
are read. For the encoding operation tc proceed continuously, two of
these buffers are needed. The Reed-Solo on encoder would be stor-	 t
ing words in one buffer w-bile the symbols are being read from the
other. So 2. i K(2 K -1) biis of storage arE required. Tho d .odi.ng
-A53-
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buffer is similar except that the Reed-Solomon symbols 	 stored by
colum-ns and read by rows.
Now i is c:hos,en such that the probability of an error in any
Reed-Solomon symbol: is in, depen, dent of the other symbols in that
block. To help estimate this 1 the statistical model of Figure 6.3 was
used.
^_ Ps
-P I	
. Z	 9 3
	 v4
RUN LENGTH STATISTICAL MODEL
. FIGURE 6.3
It
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6With the qxceptio-n of state 4, the states in Figure 6. 3 represent the
number of consecutive Reed-Solomon symbol errors without inter-
leaving. State 4 represents four or more consecutive Reed-Solomon
symbol err)rs. For example, starting *n state 0 the probability of j,
R_: 4, consecutive symbol errors is P 1 P 2 P3 P4 P5
j -4(1_P5 ). For a con-
straint length of 8" the transition probabilities (P, and 1 - P i ) were
determined by simulation for several different inner code energy-
to-noise ratios, and the probabilities of having J, j 0, consecutive
symbol errors were computed from the model. These were then com-
pared with the corresponding probabilities from the simulation (e. g. ,
Table 6. 1), verifying that Figure 6. 3 is a reasonable model forthe sys-
zte.m.- . Thus using this model the probability of having a large number of
consecutive symbol errors can. be
 easily computed, whereas by simula-
tion an enormous ar-nount of co ,,Anputer time would be required to accu - .
rately estimate the probabilities of these rare events. Nov; let us choose i
such that the probability of 1 consecutive symbol errors is less than
the desired b i t probability of error.	 This m-akes it unlikely that two
Reed-Solomon symbols in the sarne block will be from the same bit
error cluster, or since one correct symbol (K bits) guarantees that
the path is remerged with the correct path, it is unlikely that two
symbols in the same block will 'be fro ., m.	 the same unm erged span.
Thus the ,
 symbol errors are relatively independent of each other.
Choosing i in this manner, it 'was found that an i of 16 was sufficient
for error probabilities of 10 -7 and inner code energy-to-noise ratios
of the order of 1. 25 db. Thus the encoding and decoding, buffers must
each have 65, 28,0 bits of storage.
6. 2 Experimental
   Re iults
This system, with a niemory 72 irteger ractric Vitcrbi dccodcr
and an 8-level quantizer, was simulated on an SDS.q igma-7 computer
11 1
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TABLE 6.1
COMPARISON SHOWING THE ACCURACY 01- 1 THE RUN -LENGTH
MODEL FOIIAN INNER CODE, ENERGY -TO-NOISE
0	 RATIO OF 1. 5 db
Measured }ransition probabilities.-
P,	 0. 005858
P2= 0.818427
P3= 0..4'$3444
P4 = 0.479453
P5 = 0.345794
Probability of J consecutive Reed-Solomon errors
I Computed fro.w. model Simulation results
0 9.94	 x	 10_
1
9.94 x 10
1 1.06 x W 3 1. 06	 x 10-3
2 2.47	 x
	 10 -3 2.47	 x 1.0~3
3 1.20 x	 10 -3 1.22:0	 x to-3
4 7.27	 x
	 10 -4 7.27	 x 10- 4
5 2.51	 x
	 10 -4 2.84 x 10- 4
6 8.69	 x	 10- 19 9.54	 x 10-5
7* 3.,o.O	 x	 10 -5 1.58	 x 10 -5 (one sample}
8 1.03	 x	 10 -5 1.58	 x 10 -5 (one sample)
3.59 x
	
10-6
10 1.24	 x	 10- 6
11 4.29 x	 lo- 7
12 1.48 x
	 10-7
13 5.13	 x	 10 8
14 1.77	 x	 10-
15 6.14	 x	 10- 9
16 2.12	 x	 10_9
Number cf samples. = 63, 196
.	 I
f	 I
r
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60
and the rq. sults are shown in Figure 6. 4 and 6. 5. The curves of
Figure 6. 4 have the energy-to-nois,? ratio E b IN 0 of the inner code as
a parameter, and they show that for block probabilities of er.ror.  (or
-6
coding failure) of the order of 10 an inner code energy-to-noise
ratio of about 1. 25 db is optimum. The resulting Eb IN adjusted for0
.the outer coding i& (1. 25-10 log 1 0 R RS ) db for outer code rates of R RS
bits/superchannel symbol. Some of Forney's (1966) results for a
biorthogonal inner code and aReed-Solomon outer code are also shown
in this figure. They show that in order to obtain results co M.parable
to those of this system a Reed-Solomon decoder which corrects more
errors, and is thus more com- plex, is needed and much sm aller over -
all rates are required.
Figure 6. 5 shLows that with an error- correction capability of 20
errors	 n., correspondi g to an outer code rate of 21.5g
	, a block probabil-
ity of error of 3 x 10 -5  can be achieved at an energy-to-noise ratio of
1. 9 db. The optimum (unquantize,d) R for this system can be calcu--
0
lated from (5. 2), and from. (5. 3), with 113 215955 substituted for I /v
Is()
we see that an energy-to-noise ratio of 1. 93 ft is required to operate
at rate RThe energy -to- noiste ratio required to operate at the
O'O.Pt*
unquantized R0 is a few tenths of a deb higher than this. Also the bit
probability of error may be as much as an order of m., agnitude less
than the block probability of error. For example, if the Reed-
,S,oloMon code corrects k errors, then it is possible that only k+1 bit
errors in the block could cause k+1 symbol errors and thus an error
or a decoding failure, which we are cou-nting .as an error. On the
average there are about 2. 5 bit errors per incorrect sym-bol for the
best coast?-aint length 8 system. . So a block decoding error just
means, on the average, 2. 5 (k+l) or mere bit errors in the block of
2-0 ,40 bits. Thus this syste-in can operat-24 at very smal) bit error
probabilities at rates above R. .
0
a
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APPLMI, X BI*
Coupled Decoding of a Convolutional-Block
Concatenated System
by
G. F. Zeoli
4	 P-extracted fran Ph.D. Dissertation of G. F. Zeoli "Coupled Decoding of Block-
Convolutional Concatenated Codes", 1971. Chapter nunbers con-eswnd to dissertation
chapters.
C^11
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6CHAPTER 2
C
^.,% '=
MIJI 1"ATIO'IT SYMCN
The coz.-nn,unicat-ion system to be investigated is shown in Figure 2.1.
The inform 	 source provides I parallel binary channels. These binary
sequences may cri 7-inate from I -separate sources or may be the result oft:P
suitable multiplexing of a different number of actual sources (see
Chapter 8).
The outer encoder is algebraic, operating over GF(2 H ). As shown
more clearly in Figure 2.2, the outer encoder divides each of the I
in-put binary sequences into H-bit sections, each of which constitutes a
symbbl which is an element of GF(2 H 	 The outer algebraic encoder block
encodes I input symbols into M = I + P output symbols, yielding M binary
streams which the-n,
 enter the inner encoder.
The inner encoder consists of M parallel convolutional encoders,
each of constraint length K 1 and rate 1/v. The output of each inner
encoder modulates an antipodal signal generator ., the output- of vh-.ich is
transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise channel. The receiver
is a matched filter whose output in the absence of noise would be plus
or minus a prescribed constant ., but due to noise it it a continuous
variable having the two constants as conditional mear,-s. A 3-bit quan-
tizer (8 levels) provides a discrete output to a Viterbi decoder which
operates with a decoding constraint length X2 f. "l -
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2.1 Threshold Erasure: Decoding - Procedure
The operation of the Viterbi decoder in each of the M channels is
as follows: It begins decoding and continues until N symbols have been
decoded by each of the 2K2 -1 states of the decoder, at which time the
decoding ceases. (This decoding cycle involves Nv channel symbols.)
The state having the largest metric is selected and its metric is com-
. pared to a threshold. If the metric exceeds the threshold, the initial
H bits of the N-bit decoded sequence are accepted; otherwise, they are
erased. The remaining N-H decoded bits are discarded and not utilized.
Each of the accepted H-bit sequences is an estimate of the corresponding
X -H-bit'symbol (element of GF(21) produced by the outer algebraic encoder.
The outer decodei is thus presented with M H-bit symbol estimates, some
of which are erasures, to decode algebraically. Provided that the
number of erasures plus twice the number of remaining undetected errors
(i.e., whose metrics passed the threshold test) does not exceed one less
than the minim= distance of the outer code, the outer decoder is
assured of being able to correct the errors and correctly fill in the
erasures. Otherwise errors may occur.
The inner Viterbi decoder will now begin decoding again at the
first receiver output symbol that is the result of the entrance into
the convolutional encoder of the first binaxy input symbol of the next,
H-bit input sequence. That is ., the Viterbi decoder decodes X input
symbols at a time ., involving Nv receiver output symbols, but only
utilizes the initial H of them each cycle of operation. The decoder
shifts along H input symbols each cycle. However ,  before the Viterbl
decoder in the m th inner charnel ., 1 i; m !r- M ., can begin the next cycle,
-BS-
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every state sequence (of which it has P-1 ) must be set equal to the
sequence so far decoded for that channel, including the U.
 symbols of the
last cycle. If the m th channel suffered an erasure or an error during
the last cycle, the most recent H bits are provided by the outer decoder,
,which presumably has corrected the error or erasure. The M inner
decoders now again decode N symbols ., stop, erase or accept the first H
symbols, ete.y the cycle repeating itself.
2.2 Fixed Erasure and WD PecQj - g.
 Procedures
The decoding procedure Just described compares the maximum state
metric of each of the M Viter-bi convolutional decoders with a threshold,
and used on that comparison, either accepts the first H decoded symbols
or erases them. This procedure will be referred to as the Threshold
.3rasure procedure.
An alternate procedure would be to alwaye, erase Vi- first H symbols
of a fixed number, N I of the M channels which have the lowest maximum
CP
state metrics. The number N should be chosen less than D-1 ., where Dto
is the minium. distan6e of the outer algebraic code ., so that some err-or
correction capabil ty, remains in the outer algebraic decoder. This
procedure ,trill be referred to as the Fixed .74rasure procedure.
A third alternative procedure is suggested by the generalized
minimum distance (( ) decoding concept formulated by Forney [1966]. A
GK,D decoder is utilized as the outer decoder in place of algebraic
decoding. This 90 decoder will be explained in greater detail in the
next chapter, but briefly the idea is the following,* The maximum state
metric of the Viterbi decoder in each of the M channels provides a
tmeasure of the reliability of the corresponding; initial H-bit sequence.
One mi&ht cor_siler a decoder similar to a maximum lik=ilihood decoder
that considered all 2HI possible M-symbol algebraic codevard.s, and in
some suitable fashion picked that codeword which "most reliably" com-
pares with the output of the inner decoder. This procedure will be
made more precise in the next chapter, and will be referred to as the
CA="D procedure.
i
CHAPTER 3
DETAnED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A brief general description of the communication system to be
investigated was given in Chapter 2. Here that description is made
more precise preparatory to an evaluation of error performance to be
undertaken in the following chapter. The general block diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 2.1.
3.1 Outer Encoder
The outer encoder accepts I binary data streams from an informa-
tion source, as sho--m in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The encoder divides the
streams into H-.;bit words, each such word constituting a single symbol
Hbelonging to GF.'(2).
The outer code is taken to be a BCH code. The properties of these
codes will not be described here; the reader is referred to Forney
[1966] j, Gallage r [19683 ., Berlekamp [19683,, and the references listed..	
there. Whenever the code length (i.e,,,, the total number of communi-
cation channels M) is less than 2H, a Reed-Solomon (PS) code is the
optimum code in the sense of minimum distance. The FS codes are a
subset of the BCH codes with the property that for a given code length
M and number of information syibols I, they exhibit the maximum minimum
distance of any linear code. Again,  the reader is referred to the
above references for a description of the BS codes.
The BCH and RS codes are characterized for our purposes by a
minimum distance D. For I information symbols and M total symbols,,
-B8-
6implying P = M -.I parity check symbols, the minimum distance is given
by
D	 P + 1	 for RS codes
D < P + 1
	 for BCH codes which are not RS	 (3.1)
A partial list of binary BCH codes and their minimum distances is given
in Peterson [1961].
The outer encoder therefore accepts I input symbols belonging to
GF(?) and generates P additional parity check symbols, also belonging
to 4(27) .  thus Producing M = I + P binary data streams at its output.
J
An-example of a specific RS encoder is given in Forney [19661.
3.2 IRM.-r-'Vacoder
The inner encoder is of the convolutional type. The general form
is shorn in Figure 3.1. One of the M binary streams emanating from the
outer encoder enters the convolutional encoder of Figure 3.1 from the
left., bit-by-bit. After any given input bit has entered the shift
register ,  v modulo 2 sums are formed from the tapped out-pus shown in
the figure. Whether a given shift register position is connected to a
given modulo 2 summer is determined by the "convolutional code". A
great deal of research has gone on and is going on to discover proce-
dures for construct- img good convolutional codes .  good in the sense of
low error probability. See ., for example, Odenvalder [1970].
The convolutional encoder produces v binary output symbols for
every input sYWbo1j, one emanating from each modulo 2 summer. The rate
I	 I
iI
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FIGURE 3.1 GENERAL FORM OF CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER
6.0
of the convolutional encoder is l./v. The output or the overall inner
encoder is thus M binary streams at v ti=mes the rate of its input.
3-3 AWGN, Channel
The transmission channel in each of the M channels is assumed to
be an additive white Gaussian noise channel. The transmitter is mod-u-
lated by the binary stream produced by the inner convolutional encoder.
If T is the time between successive bits from the inner encoder. , the
transmitter chosen one of two possible equal—energy signals of duration
T. The receiver is assumed to be synchronous ., knowing when each sifipa.1
begins.,
The optimal;likelihood detector for white Gaussian noise inter-
ference is a matched filter. The most practical signal is a constant
amplitude sine wave where the binary modulation chooses one of two
possible phases. The optimum choice of phases to minimize error proba-
bility is 0 and r; that is ,  one signal is the negative of the other,
commonly called antipodal.
Thus the transmitter transmits
A cos m, (t -mT) 0 < t - ta < T if x = 1
Salt)
	
-A cos w ,(t-AT) 0 < t - mT < T if xn = 0 (1.2)
where % is the n th input symbol. The receiver observes
Y- n(t)	 S 
n 
W + n(t)	 o, < t - nT, < T
	
(3.3)
Swhere n(t) is a sample function of white Gaussian noise. The matched
or correlation receiver forms
(n+l)T
Z a	 f	 Ya(t) cos wi(t-MT):dt-tT
(n.+l)T
AT +
	 n(t) cos w1(t-ZT)dt	 (3.4)
DT
where the double frequency term In the signal portion of the integral
is assumed zero (wT = 2-im. ) or negligible.
Therefore z is plus or min-us a constant ., appending on whether
xn was I or 0, plus a Gaussian random variable. Letting
(n+.l)T
	
f	 n(t) cos, w(t.,C)dt	 (3.5)
it is easily show that
EV = 0	 (3.6)
NT
$(fin) = CF2	 (3.T)
AT
(3.9)
6
where N 0 /2 is the two-sided power spectral density of the zer-o-mmean
Gaussian white noise. The probability density of the receiver output-
can now be written as
2	 AT
expj-2 [Zn-(P 1x,-1)	 INOTJ;(znlxn)	 ^TTNTT (3.8)
where x,, = 1 or 0.
It is impractical to store and process the precise output- of the
correlation detector. 'Therefore the continuous receiver output is
quantized by a 3-bit (8-level.) quantizer ., With a resulting loss of
about, 0.2 dB (.14-cobs [1957]; see also Chapter T). Others have deter-
mined (Heller r19693 .  Odenwalder 1 19703) that for this 8-level
quantizer the quantization interval should be chosen approximately
equal to one-half the ma&^_';,ude of the expected out-put,,
The loss due to quantization is not very sensitive to the choice of Q.
Thus the discrete input-discrete output, channel eWuiva. lent, shown
in Figure 3.2 will have transition probabilities
_A
P(110)	 P(z,10)dz 	 2 erf i	 +2 N 	 1	 (3-10)f
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-4)Q
azz	 ^-
Us	 u
P(m 10)	 P(z 
n 
10) ,dz
a 	
erf J	 erff.	 2I ^ 
S) /	
IF 
M.	
2.	 4 N(m-5 )Q 1	 o
	
m	 2., 3,
	 (3.11)
CD	 -	
I
US
ft.z.^P,(S 10)	 P(z 10) ,d.z	 1	 erf'	
4 .
n	 n 2	 9 No6.	 Fw- ,^
and
PQ	 P;(9-j 10)
	
(3.13)
where
A
2 
NUS
	
em— = signal energy per AWGN chm- m-el bit
x
erf.	
y2- dy
 W	 f e
0
(3.14)
(3.15)
3.4 inner Decoder
The inner decoder is a Viterbi decoder., described in detail in
Viterbi [1967]. ActuallY. a separate Viterbi, decoder of Constraint
length K2
 
& K 1 (recall that X, is the convolutional encoding constraint
length) operates in each of the M parallel channels. In a practical
-B14-
'C",
Implementation, a single decoder would be time-shared among the M
channels (see Chapter 8).
The initial step of one of these decoders of constraint  length K2
is to consider all 2K2 possible binary input sequences of length K2
Vh ch could en-'%-.,er the encoder bit-by.-bit until they are completely con-
tained in the shift register. Each such sequence generates a Ke-bit
code sequence which Is compared to the received sequence using some
metricconveni I
	 "o
	
usually the likelihood function, or more 	 yt the log
likelihood function. The received sequence is a sequence of K27
6-level symbols (hereafter referred to as octal) from the receiver
quantizer. Designating as y, the v octal symbols corresponding to the
h. th,	 thi - encoder input, symbol.  the metric for the m input- sequence.,
M It 2,	 2K2,t i S
K2
µm
	 19 "(Yi 16d
where % 12 
{XMl ,? x.2t	 t X4 Is the M 
t-b input sequence.
The possible input sequences are considered in pairs which differ
from one another only in the first symbolxm l. The sequence in each
pair having the higher metric is retained along with its metric; its
`adversary" is discarded. Thus after the first step is completed there
remain & -1 candidate sequences with their me-tries. Each of these is
referred to as a state j numbered by the binary number x 
,1.2 x,3# ....
x m" that remains, which is unique to each "GUT-Tivorn
2
The second step it to take each of the surviving candidate input
sequences, consider the next input symbol to be either a one or zero,,
compute the corresponding P:(Y
.x2+,1,XmK2+1 add it to the stored metric
for that survivor ., thus creating again 	 adversaries. Now regroup
them in pairs which again are identical in the last K. -1 input symbols,,2
and choose as survivors those members of each pair having the hig'per
metrics. There are & -1 survivors, and the cycle repeats.
In the communication system described here, this decoder goes
X2-1through N such steps and then stops ,  selecting from its 2 	 states
that one having the highest metric. In the ngresholA.Brasure procedure,
this-highest metric is compared to a threshold, and if the threshold
is- exceeded,  the` initial R bits of the corresponding state sequence
are accepted and passed on to the outer decoder; otherwise the outer
decoder receives an erasure.
In the Fixed 3r;LqR-M- procedure,* the M highest state metrics from
the M parallel channels are compared after N bits are decoded,  and the
N :C D-1 channels having the smallest metrics have their first H bits
erased. The initial H-bit sequences of the remaining M , -N
CP 
ebannels are
accepted and passed on to the outer decoder.
In the GO procedure,, the initial H-bit portion of the state
sequence having the highest metric is accepted for each of the M
channels, regardless of the metric value, and passed on to the outer
decoder. Also passed along to the outer decoder is the corresponding
maximum state metric which provides a measure of the reliability of
the H-bit sequence as an estimate of the true channel input sequence.
I	 I
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3.5 Outer Decoder
The outer decoder maj. be
 either an algebraic or a M4D decoder.
The outer encode,encoder, using sym-recall ,  was take  to be a linear
-*s of GF'(2 'bols which are elements	 such as a BCH encoder. The weight
of a codeword is defined to be the nwaber of non.-zero symbols in the
code-word. The distance between any two codewords is the weight of
their differencep or simply the number of symbol positions in which
they differ. A linear code has the property that any linear combina-
tion of codewords is another cGdevord. Thus to evaluate the distance
properties of a code one need only 'evaluate the weights of its code-
words. The distance defined here is commonly called the Hamming
distance. The mini-mum distance of a linear cod e
 is the minimum weight
of any of its codewords.
All linear codes of length M POSLoess an information subset of size
I which uniquely determines the codewords. The remaining M - I symbols
are check symbols. It is the fact that,,of the q M possible received
sequences (with symbols elements of OF(q)) j, only q, are possible code.-
words that provides the "distance" between codewords,, which in turn
provides the error correcting capability.	 In the present instance,, the
I input channels provide the set of I information symbols,, and the
outer encoder generates P = M ­I cbeck symbols.
The minimum distance between codevords of a linear code is limited
by
D!9M - I + 1	 (3.17)
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XA code that achieves the maximum possible distance for the given M and
I is called a m=.xl-,=, C-.de. Reed-Selcmon codes are mex-Imum^&	 , wbaereas
BM codes it general are not. A Reed-Solomon code exists whenever the
code length M is lesr, ','.han the size of the code alphabet. For a code
with symbols which are elements of GF(q).,
M < q .	 (3-18)
For the communication  system considered here ,  where the outer
symbols are elements of GF(2^), we require that
M, < 2
	 (3.19)
in order to be ably
 to use a Reed-Solomon code. The minimum distance
is then
D = M - I + 1 = P + 1
	
(3-20)
where P is the number of check or parity symbols.
In general the received outer codevord estimate (output of inner
decoder) that is presented for outer decoding may contain ., in addition
to correctly received symbols .  N sylabols in error and 
N 
erased sym-
e
bols. The erased symbols arise when the demodulator preceding the
decoder is sufficiently uncertain as to which symbol it has received.
The decoding algorithm then simply computes that codevord closest to
the received word in the Hamming metric. If N symbols have been
-B18-
N < D - N
e	 (P (3.21)
erased and so are ignored in determining distance, the minimum distance
bet-veen codewords in the remaining symbols is at least D - E	 Thus.,
If the number of symbol errors satisfies
then decoding to the closest codeword is assured of yielding the correct
word. Correct decoding is assured providing
2N + N < D	 (3.22)
e 
For R.S
.
 codes with D = P + 1., this becomes
6
2N + N !C P	 (1.23)(P
Thus it appears that in a sense errors are twice as serious as erasures.,
and this leads us to expect that errors -and-erasures decoding will give
superior performance to errors-only  decoding..
The other type of outer decoder considered is a GKD decoder. If
the inner decoder ,  which is essentially the demodulator for the outer
decoder, provides only symbol estimates or erasures to the outer
decoder .9 it is providing highly quantized reliabU.Aty information. The
00 decoder attempts to utilize a greater amount of reliability Informa-
tion which the inner decoder can provide by the likelihood Information
contained in its maximum state metric*
-B19-
6Let µm be the maximum state metric in the mth channel of the inner
decoder, m = 1 1 2, 000 M. associated with the decoding of one M-symbol
outer codevord that is to be presented to the outer decoder. There are
M code symbols together with M corresponding metrics available to the
outer decoder.
One might- consider as an outer decoder the following: The enter
symbols are elements of GF(?). The outer code has I information
symbols, so there are 2 HI possible outer codevards of length M. Con-
sider comparing the received codeword,' as provided by the inner
decoder, with each possible transmitted codeword.
Define
	
XI.	
X1.	
(3.24)
Xkm
vher- e Ax m is the symbol estimate of the mth channels m = 1,'2, * a * NJ,
and % is the corresponding symbol of the kth possible codevord,,
k m Is 2,	 Form
M
Mk	 Z	 XM1- Xk.) tsm
m0l
(3.25)
as a measure of how vell. (reliably) the received codevord compares
With the kth	 transmissian and decode the nth codevord. where
j is the k which maximizes k
-820-
This deco-der is exhaustive, in that it will always yield a decoded
word, assuming a rule for deciding ties. However, it suffers the same
6.rawback of optimum maximum likelihood decoders: the number of possi-
tale codewords, and therefore the complexity of a real-time decoder
Brows exponentially with code length M for a given rate (.e., expo-
nentially vi.th I ) .
One approach to reducing complexity i s
 to perfarm what Forney calls
conditional decoding. The reliability metric µm is transformed by a
nonlinear function a (µm} such that
o s (µm) s 1 .	 (3.26)
The result is that the new code comparison metric
i
M
Jk
 =
	
	
S'( m, x } ar^µID }	 (3.27)L
m=1
is such that if Jk exceeds some t'areshold o, one can be sure that no
M{
other codeword can also do so, so that the search can be terminated,.
That is we have the following theorem Fora 	 966]):^ 	 ^ 	 s	 _8	 ^	 ^ ey 1^
Theorem
J
r ^,
There is at most one codevord from the linear code of length M and
.'.	 minimum distance D for which
yr.
-B21-
x:
f 
MJ
k 	
Z S(X^
M
 , X1.) & .(p.) > M - D
	
(3.28)
m=l
A
where S,(X 
m 
p X I= ) is defined in (3-24) and ct(p 
M ) 
satisfies (3.26).
Proof
Let (3.28) be satisfied by the k th codevord
Y--k 	 fxkl T-k2 	 xxr
and.let 4, be amy codevord at a distance D or more from
	
Let the
sets of locations S., T and V be defined by
XIM	 Xk fl!
XIM AXk IM and 
XM XIM
Xk '.. and ^ m Xk.-'
m e S
m e T
m C U
	
f% 3-29)
Now	 e	 %,, using ( .3.24) aual '3,29).t
maS,( 	 NJ.) a.4&m.) +	 ct(PM) -	 4''(µm ,)
kY,
M C S	 m e T	 M C U
AS + AT - AU	 (3.30)
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rAnd-
	
S	
A
	
AT +	 X.Jk	 = A
	'M:J' Xk 1m.	 M
m C U
	
= AS AT +	 (3-31)
Since	 S, (^ ,	
1m	
1,	 (3.32)
'k
BU r. AU	 (3.33)
Since SOol X1.) a .(p 	 1, and the number of elements in the set S is
at most M - D,, then it follows that
AS !9 M - D	 (3-34)
It vas .
 initially Postulated that J
k > M - Do so combining (3,.28).,
(3-30) and (3-34)
Jk	 AS + AT -AV > M  - D
AT - Au > M -D - AS > 0	 (3•35)
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and hence, using (3-31), (3.33) and (3.35),
A s	 4S - 4T ' "U	 A + 4T IV,
< A S W IR -D
A j V < M - D	 (3-36)
as was to be proved.
While there is at most one 0k such that A > M - D, there may be
no A that satisfies (3.20 In this event, the decoder foils to
decbde at all. Thus the characterization "conditional decoding"*.
decoding oeamis on the condition that there exists a codevord x k satis-
fying (3.28).
There still remains the problem of finding the codevord x, if one
exists, that satisfies (3.28). Forney[ 1966] shows a technique for
Afinding it by successively erasing the least reliable symbols in 1 and
doing an errors-and werasures decoding. He further shows that no more
than (D+1)/2 such erasing and decoding steps are rieqp1red to find x Q if
it exists.
The nonlinear function a(p) that will be used here is the
piecevise-linear runction, shown in Figure Mo where the breakpoints
arty to be optimized. If Q) = I Or all P. the decoding is errors-
SQ. If q =. pu.9 the decoding corresponds to Threshold Erasure
errors-and-eraoures decoding. In general the optimum Q) will be
J-
a
-B24-
1.0
tj
METR I,C
FIGURE 3.3 PJECEWISiE LINEAR FUNCTION
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different from either of these limiting cases, providing superior
performance to both.
3.6 DqcQde-r-F"dbno-k
At the beginning of each decoding cycle, the inner Viterbi decoder
in each of the M inner channels must have all of its 2""2-1 state
sequence registers Pet e qual to Ae sequence so far decoded for that
channel, including the H symbols from the last cycle. if an erasure
or errs 
.
occurred, this it made manifest by a difference existing
between the first H bits of the maximum metric state {which may be an
erasure) and the corresponding H-bit word outputted by the outer
detoder. The latter prevails and is fed back to the inner decoder.
-B26-
6cHAPTER 4
FM- MFORMUME
This chapter will develop expressions for the probability of
decoding error for the concatenated communication system shown in
Fiqure 2.1. Recall that in each of the M parallel channels the inner
encoder-channel-decoder employs a rate 1/v convolutional code and a
Vitwerbi-type decoder. The decoder begins decoding., decodes N symbols
(goes through N steps as described in Chapter III) ) stops ., examines
its maximum state metric, and then, depending upon which outer decoding
procedure is used j passes on to the outer decoder either the first H
decoded symbols of the maximum metric states or an H-symbol er&su-re t or
the first H syuibols together with the maximum state metric. After the
outer decoder has corrected any errors or erasures and fed these cor-
rections back to the inner decoder, the inner decoder is then ready to
step along Ev channel symbols from where it had last started ,  and to
beg-in again, repeating the cycle.
The performance of any, of the outer decoders,, and therefore of the
entire system ,  will depend upon whether decoding errors are made among
the first H symbols of the M parallel channels ., and upon the statistical
properties of the maximum state metric in each channel.
The M parallel inner channels are independent. The performance of
my of the possible outer decoders ,  and therefore of the entire system.,
,vill depend upon the following properties of each of the inner channels
(1) the probability of a decoding error occurring within the first H
decoded symbols of the maximum-metric state (can.. this event E); (2) the
-B2f-f	
%
.1
distribution. of the maximum state metric, given a decoding error has
occurred among the first A symbols of that state sequaace; (3) the
unconditional distribution of the maximum state metric. We define for
the inner decoder:
p,(µJE) = probability density of the maximum state metric given
that an error has occurred among that state's first H.
decoded symbols.
= unconditional probability density of the maximum state
metric.
1A
E-) M	 p( t I E) dt	 NO
P(Ods. 	(4.2)	 ti
In the following discussion of the three outer decoders it All be
seen that the performance of each of them can be written conveniently
In terms of tiro probability functions, P e (a) and P CP W x which apply to
any one of the M inner decoder channels, defined as Allows:
PeNT	 probability that a decoding error occurs among the first
H decoded symbols, and that the maximum state metric
exceeds
Of E I	 pjgjEjd9
OT
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I	 I
2N +N < De Y (3.22)
r
= Prt E	 1 - P(p I E)I 	(4-3)T 
PCP (PT) = probability that the maximum state metric fails to
exceed PT
PT
f
Pf§)dt = P(IA T (4.4)
4.1 Threshold Erasure Outer Decodinw. Prooedure
In this decoding procedure the maximum state metric of each inner
decoder channel is compared to a threshold PV' and the first H decoded
symbols of the corresponding state sequence are passed on to the outer
dedoder if the-threshold is exceeded; otherwise an erasurewe is passed
along. Using an errors -and -erasures decoding algorithm.., the outer
decoder is assured of being able to correct errors and replace erasures
correctly, provided the number of channels in error N e and the number
erased N1P satisfy (3.22):
The M parallel channels are independent. The number of channels
putting out correct ., erroneous and erased H-ax7 symbols is given there-
fore by the multinomial distribution, and the overall probability of
decoding error is bounded by
PE 
	
M
	 Pepe  p N(l_p e _p )M `He
R N1P .. eN	
CP (4.5)
M 1	 M.
T (M -41 -N,N	 e	 rp ee
More specifically,
N	 M
o	 M	
Ne p XT,( j .,p p )M:-Ne-16
PE	
N Ir e	 (P	 e cp
	
N -0 N =D-2N	 cp e
e	 cp	 e
	
M	 M
	
+ E
	 P e 
Ne(l-p e )M-Ne	 (4.6)
N -N+1 e
e o
where N 
0  
is the largest integer such that 2N, < D.
Rather than compute exactly the probability of violating (3-:22),
thwe could compute instead a Chernoff bound. Defining xm
 for the m
chium1j, m 11 2.9	 1 M as
t, h
M channel contains an error within the first
R de-coded symbols, and o 
M > PT
Y-M	 Pw < PT
0	 neither of the above	 (4-7)
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Then the violation, of (3.22) is identical to the condition
M
'T 	 Dx. 2! 
L--j
m=1
(4.8)
The x 
M 
are independent discrete random variables, and applying the
standard Chernoff bound (Gallager [19681) we have
4ft
M
Pr I- sDI Z xra ;t D	 e	 EI{,esExMj
^_M=j
--! 
r	 11M
e S;DIE e
SX
	
s > 0	 (4.9)
where x is one of the xM9 Using Pe (PmL ,) and P (PT) defined in ( 4 -3) Wid
(4.4), the expectation in 	 is found to be
Ejes:' as P	 ) + e 2s p
P (PT ) - P,, (PT ) +	 (pe 	 T!	 a (IkT)
Therefore a bound on (4.6) would be
M
PE
 -
-S min  e -SD + ( e9 -1) P (WT) + (e2s-1)Pe(PT)
S>O1 I
-B31-
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4.2 Fixed Erasure Outer Decoding Procedure
Here the waximwn state metrics of the M parallel inner channels
are compared, and the IN" D channels having the smallest maximum metrics
have their first 11 decoded symbols erased,, while the remaining M - Iq
(P
channels  have their first 9 symbols accepted and passed on to the outer
decoder. In contrast to the first procedure, the number N
CD 
is fixed
rather than being a random variable determined by threshold crossings.
It should be chosen less, than D - 1 to leave some error-correcting
capability in the outer algebraic decoder. The optimum value to use
to minimize overall error probability will depend on the inner channel
signal,-to-noise ratio.
-Consider the M maximum state metrics that exist at the end of one
stale of the inner decoder., µl, 42Y ....
 PM-0 Reorder them by
magnitude,,
(1)	 (2)	 d	 (M)14 j	 :9 P1 k	 .9. P Z
The p .-smallest µr(p) A= A (p)
 
has the density function
W" '^	
M	
--1[1'("(P))1M_p EP}} (p)dp(p )	 (p)) P;ip	 p
M-P P-1
(4.1-2)
where P(p) is the unconditional maximum state metric distribution
iltlmction (4.2) and p(p) the corresponding density.
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S.0
2N < D - N
e	 V
(4-13)
If 11 T. channels are era-sed ., the maximum number of errors that is
assurel of being --orre ,-,table by the outer decoder is N e . the maximum
integer such that
i
An outer decoding error may occur if the number of remaining unerased
channels having errors exceeds N 
e .
We need the probability that any given chanatel .  whose maximum state
N-)metric is knov.-.i to at least equal p TY . contains a decoding error among
its first H decoded symbols. Again let E. be the event, that the first
H decoded symbols contain An error., end E2 be the event that the maxi-
)mu:	 (N O .
	
n state metric exceeds p .	 Using Bayver rule we have
LPr(E - I E) Pr(E) 	 PC,	 Y2-Pr :(E I E ) =	 -	 (4.14)2	 Pr' -
	
O
P[
using the P
e 	 w
and P defined in (4.3) and (4.4).
Therefore, for a given value of -pt (no )
 , the largest metric in the
set of the IN smallest of the maximum state metrics of the M parallel
channels ., the probability of err-or is
M-N
	 . fl -P V) P	 -NM-NCA^ I P
-JI11 (Id) elpP+rrOrlp
	 j .	 E	 (N)!);;
	1 - P (is (3,P) I
N=N +1 N ) ^1-p (0
a
(4.15)
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The overall probability of error is thus, combining ( 4
-15) and
(4•I2)j
E 
^	 ^^^, *' J Fr^Prror^,w	 ^ dµ
M	
NPe (0 p W -P (FO
N N -1 M -N -N	
e	 e
N=N +1	 M.	 CID	 fo
X [p (p	 dp
0
This error probability may also be bounded by using a Chernoff
bound as was done for the Tbret^hold Erasure decoder. Let xmfor the
m 
th 
channel be defined by
2 if mt'h channel has an error in the first H
decoded symbols
X
	
M	
0 otherwise
for M 6 S, where S is the set of unera-sed channels ., of which there are
M-N	 No"'--, Using (4-13), the probability of error can be bounded by
^f)
	
PEI	
Pr	 x 
m 
:t D - N s min e	 E-{es':X'L-'	 (4•1,8)[Z	 T
L mes
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.P
The expectation in (4.181) is over the joint probability
,distribution of the x and µ( Z? ) . and can be written as
r SEX..,V I	 -	
ex' m p x.[p(D;PE, e	 P k LsZ
	
dp	 )	 .19)(4
L	 j	 f
X.
m
Tr.eS
As far as the conditional expectation is concerned, holding p(N.0)
constant, the x.M are independent random variables. The conditional
probability of one of the x. I s being 2 is given by (4.14). Thus (4.19)
M
can be -rewritten as
M
E,f szxml	 I
e -
	
= iM-N	
P	
P
 N -1 fo
	
0'	 CP
IM -1^p
	
P 
et;'	
+ e 
2s Pe
	 di? OY)
	
1--;P 1A	 I -P
cpi 	 T
Substituting this expression into (4.18) gives for the error bound
P
E 
:9-	 min e -s
M -N N -11 s>o
CP T
1
f 
r) p	
-Nrf	 N-1
	
1 :P. ^µ( } ^ + 
	
R V)
P	 CP
(4.21)
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4. 3 CMI-D Outer Mccling procedure
When the GZD de2oder is used for the outer decoder, the inner
decoder passes on the first H decoded symbols from the maximum metric
state sequence of each oft 
 M parallel inner channels together with
the metric. The VD d` coder transforms the metric of the m th channel
into 0 1 ato m ) A 1 . Referring to the discussion of this decoder in
Chapter III, there is at most one codeword A which satisfies the
relationship (3.28)
M
x X-IM 	m) at , (.P ) > M - Dk	 E S'( 1m ,	 (3.28)
M=1
Therefore, one cay upper bound the probability of error by computing
the probability that (3-28) is not satisfied by the correct codeword.
P s P4jk 9 M - D I ^ is transmitted}	 (422)
Here we compute a Chernoff bound on PE
. 
J k is the sum of M inde-
pendent random variables. Using the standard Chernoff bound.,
IN
^P? k a M- DI se
-s(M-D) 
EfesJkj
a < 0
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(4.23)
I
NI
. M
6Because of the independence of each term in the • sum (3-28),
x
Ef esd 0	 Erew'(11) SO.,xk) 
M
	 g(s) 
M
a .
(4.2-4)
where the channel subscript has been omitted. Evaluating the expecta-
tion we have
E^esa'(Il) S '('x ,Xk )l	 g(s)
PE	 e	 p(Ij I E-)dp
+ Prt, E I
ca
	
 Ei )idp	 (4.25)
where the event E is the occurrence of a decoding error within the first
H symbols of the maximum-metric state, and 9 is the eomplement of E,.
From the definition of P e(AT) i n ( 4 -3) it is seen that
I
Pr^ E I pl(li I E-)	
dP 
C4
e(o)	
(4.26)
Similarly ,v from the definition of P(p (p ) in (4.4) we haveT
) = 
Prf	 PT	 r ?-- 	 µT
p 
9 
(w T	41	 p(p!E)dp + pq E f	 p.(p d1k	 (4.27')
in
ti
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64 nfrom which we O IL) .;U,.L
V	 dP
Pr`	 p(µ1
 ,17, ) 	 —	 +Cl
Therefore (4.25)' can be rewritten as
(4.28)
g(s)	 esa(to dP :P
	
+ dP 
e	
f e -S&	 dP 
e 
(11
0
(4.29)
Using. the piecewise linear transformation &(pi) shown in Figure 3-3.
(4.29) simplifies to
g( s )	 ^(P  ) + 
e Z	 r. [1 - PT, (P,, ) - P e (P U -
+ 
e-s P e(Pu ) + PU es [(P -.$I 	
(O 
u-µ 1))	 (p)+dP e(Pf
PA
PU
fp A 
e	 e(p)	 ( 4 -30)
Returning to (4.23)., the error probability bound can be written as
P .
	
e s (M -D) 
19(s)M
	
e
-s(M-D)+ -(s).
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rrhere µ(s) = in g(s) and s < o. Letting 6 = D/Mj
p	 min e-iM[S,(14)-O(s)]
	
(4.32)
S>O
The GNID decoder reduces to the familiar errors-only, or errors-and-
erasures (with a threshold eraser) algebraic decoders for the limiting
cases'.
	
oi(p) = 1	 for all	 errors-only decoder
1 p >- PT
	 errors-and-erasures decoder
0	 11 < PT	 (4-33)
Notice, for instance, that it the latter case the two integrals in
( 4. 30 ) vanish and the error bound (4-31) becomes
P E 9 min e -s (M-D) e 11-P (Y-ipe(117)
	
s< 0	 r	 I?
M
+ p M
	
+ e -S p e (PT)l
	
(4.34)
which is identical to (4.11) for the Threshold Erasure decoder if s is
replaced by -s.
In the former case ,  a(p) 1 for eJa. p ., the moment generating
function becomes
g(s)	 e$ + (e -S -e 0) Pe { .. 
	
( 4-35)
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and the error bound for errors-only decoding (i.e., an error occurs
if 211 z D) is
-s(M-D) s S S)	 MPE
	
-e	 [e + (e e	 e	 (4-36)5<0
The fact that the GO decoder includes our Threshold Erasure
decoder and an errors -only decoder as limiting cases assures us that
an optimization of the GMD decoder over a(p) must provide at least as
good performan-ce as either of these limiting cases.
4.4 - summa - of Error 
-
Performance ftpreaai
The probability of failure of the outer decoder ., and therefore of
the entire system ,  is bounded by (4.6) or (4.11) for the Threshold
Erasure outer decoding procedure and by (4.16) or (4..".)n) for the Fixed
Erasure procedure.
A bound on the failure probability for the WD decoder
( 4
-32), with limiting cases given in (4.3,4) and (4-36). in
the expressions are constructed as functions of P 
e 
(V, ) and P
it (4.2) and ( 4 -3)- It is these probability functions that
evaluated by the simulation to be described in Chapter 6.
is given in
all cases
D (µ), given
will be
-B40-
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SIMULATION DESIGN
The concatanated communication system of Figure 2.1 was simulated
on the IBM 360-91 at the UCLA Campus Computer Network. In the previous
dicussion in Chapters 3 and 41 it was seen that the nature of the outer
encoder-decoder determined the structure of the error probability
equations, each of which could be written in terms of two error proba-
bility- functions describing the error performance of the inner encoder-
decoder. The outer encoder was always taken to be algebraic, using a
BCH code. When the number of parallel transmission channels is less
than the algebraic code alphabet, a Reed-Solomon code (a sub-class of
BCH codes) is maximal and the best to use.
Three outer decoders have been considered: one employs a threshi-
oldto test the maximum stat.. metric of each of the M inner decoders to
decide whether to accept or erase that state's initial H decoded b3-ts,
and then does an errors-and-erasures algebraic decoding across the
M 2-H -ary symbols; a second always erases a fixed number E of the M
inner channel .outputs, and then also does errors-and-erasures algebraic
decoding; the third (M4D) decoder accepts the first K decoded symbols
and the metric of the state having the maximum metric in e--aeh of the M
inter channels ., performs a nonlinear- transformation on the metrie., and
then by a sequence of not more than (D+1)/2 errors-and-erasures decod-
Ing. steps, arrives at a (outer) decoded word provided the decoded word
from the inn(.-.-r decoder lies sufficiently close to a possible trans-
mitted word.
Y
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6.1 General Faranater Selection
Since it is a straightforward matter to compute the error
performance of the various outer encoder-decoder combinations once the
performance of the inner encoder-channel-decoder is known, on ,y the
latter need be simulated. The performance of the M inner channels is
independent, so only one was simulated. Table 6.1 lists the parameters
of a typical Inner channel that were chosen for the simulation.
It was desirable to choose the inner convolutional encoder con-
straint length considerably longer than practical decoding constraint.
lengths. Because of the word size of the IBM 360 computer ., an encoding
constra'int, length of 32 was chosen. The decoding constraint length
'wanted to be as
.
long as currently practical. The decoding constraint
length was chosen to be 8 ,  although an early simulation at constraint
length 4 was done to gain experience in simulating the system. The
constraint length 4 simulation was programmed in FORTRAN TV t with a
TABLE 6.1 - GE.mmm, mmiw PARAMETFM--
Encoder Constraint Length F-1
Decoder Constraint Length K2
Convolutional Code Rate I/V
Signal Energy to Noise Power Density Ratio
Per Information Bit (UB. INO)I
Sigma Energy to Noise power Density Ratio
Per Channel Bit (US IN0)j
Antipodal Cha-M, el Signals; Expected Output
Eight Level Output Quantizer ., Step Size
Number of Decoded Data Symbols per Cycle 40
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running time of ap-proximate l y 0.4 sec per trial. Since the constraint
lengrth 8 simulation shou14 take roughly 16 times longer, it vas clearly
necessary to employ a more efficient computer language. Therefore ., the
bulIc of the constraint length 8 simulation was written in IBM 360
ASK"IBLER language. With this more efficient, language the time per
trial turned out also to be approximately 0.4 see/trial, indicating an
approximate 16 to 1 speed advantage.
Because of the linearity of-the code ., the decoder error performance
is the same for all possible input sequences. Thus ., to simplify the
simulation the input data sequence was always taken to be the all-zeros
sequence. The noise was generated by using the commonly available
computer-internal program which generates randam numbers uniformly
distributed over (0 , 1). Dividing this interval into subintervals pro-
portional to the appropriate set of channel tranisiT4ion probabilities,
(3- 10) to (3-15),, readily provides the random transitions*
The random noise generation and the processing of the maximum state
metric and decoding error data was done in a FORTRAN main program, while
the Viterbi decoder was simulated in an ASSEZOLER language subprogram.
The entire program is included in the Appendix.
6.2 Convolutional Code Selection
A very important matter is the selection of the convolutional code
generators; i.e... the particular tap connections to be used betiveen the
data shift register and the v modulo 2 simmers of Figure 2.1. Many
researchers have attempted to develop procedures for constructing good
codes for particular types of decoders, but no one has as yet
I	 I
X1
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constructed optimum codes, in the sense of minimizing the probability
of decoding error for some particular type of decoder.
One severe handicap in the search for good code construction
procedures is th-2 lack of a way short of simulation to evaluate accu-
rately how good a particular code is. Various distance measures have
been defined which are more readily evaluated, and which simulation
experience has shown are well correlated with the error performance of
particular decoders. For example, the minimum free distance ., %, M,,v
is found to correlate well with sequential decoder error performance
(Costello [1969]). D FREE is the minimum weight of the code words gen-
erated by passing all possible Sequences - entirely through 'he encoder.
Since sequential decoders base their decisions on the weights of 104-9
sequences of code symbols, this correlation is not surprising. To
evaluate	 however., it is necessary to consider all possibleFREE
sequences out to length s K2,  where K is the constraint length
(Rosenberg [1971]).
Another distance measure which is easier to evaluate than D
rpm
is Dm,N• Dm   is the minimum weight codevord produced by 
all 
possible
data sequences of length K ., where K is the encoder constraint length,,
introduced into the encoder until they just fill the data register.
Thus the codevords whose veights.are evaluated are all Kv long, 'Where
1/v is the convolutional code rate. This distance measure might be
expected to be well correlated with the performance of a decoder that
operated discontinuously on short sequences (comparable to the con-
straint length) of code symbols. Although the inner decoder here
appears to operate in this manner,, in reality, because of the feedback
-B44"
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of data from the outer decoder to the inner decoder, the inner decoder
in each of the M channelz actually decodes continuously, except for an
oczasional stopping and restarting to guard against catastrophic
failure. (;See Chapter 8).
Hc4ever, we chose to use &MIN as an aid to choosing good codes for
the simulation because of the relative ease of its evaluation! The
codes found to have a large D 
MIN 
Were further compared among themselves
in the actual simulation.
It was decided to use a rate 1 /3 non—systematic code. An-
systematic codes were considered because of their advantage over sys- 	 I
tematV codes in D	 (although t	 is'insetsitive to this advantage).
"REP.
Odenfalder [19Q has found the best rate 1/2 and rate 1/3 non
-systematic codes out to lengths 9 and 6, respectively, by exhau tive
search. By best is meant "if one of these codes were used on a BSC
with a low crossover probability or with an antipodal PSK modulator on
an AWGN channel with symmetric output quantization at high energy-to-
noise ratios, then it would have a bit probability of error less than
or equal to that of any other code at that rate and constraint length."
The Odenvalder codes did not meet the present need for two reasons:
(a) they are not long enough, the longest rate 1/3 code bel"S constraint
length B., whereas we wish to use length 32; (b) the codes he found are
best at high energywto-notse ratios, whereas He region of interest
here is at very law energy-to-noise ratio, Recall that the reason for
I am indebted to S. Curry for the use of his computer program for the
evaluation of DMTV.I.A.L.L1
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the latter is that the inner decoder is allowed to have a relatively
high error probability in concatenation schemes, with the outer decoder
then correcting these errors to produce the overall desired low error
probability.
Other "good" Wes were considered as a basis for extension by
random selection, such as the two non-trivial generators of Costello `s
[1969] best rate 1/3 constraint length 32 systematic codes, and Balhu
and AMA's rate 1/2 complementary code of maximum constraint length
24. Wither of these gave a D
	
as large as those obtained starting
MIN
with Odenmalder's best constraint length 8 code.
'Therefore, for lack of any bettor alternative, the simulation was
done using the best rate 1/3 constraint length 8 code from Odenvalder,
filling out the remaining 24 bits in each of the three generators by
random selection. Several random selections were used, -11 of which
exhibited largeRandom coding arguments would lead one to expectVora-
that randomly selected codes have a substantial likelihood of being
reasonably good. This is particularly so in the present scheme where
only the first H decoded symbols are of primary interest, where H was
never required to exceed 10.
Upper and lower bounds exist for D1.3. for asymptotically large
constraint length fixed convolutional eneoders. Robinson (19651 and
Massey [1968] bave shovn that for- all binary fixed codes of rate
R 1/v and constraint length Q
Bahl, L.R. ard F. Jelinek, 'Tree Distance Structure of Cobolutional
Codes and Complementaxy Rate 1/2 Codes," Ubpublished.
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6lim
	 (6.1)
K-- 00
	
which for K = 32, v = 3., i s 	 320
The lo v,,.,^r bound guax•ar.4..-:.-,-s -that at least one code can be found
with minimum distance greRA'e-z than or equal to the bound. Wozencraft.
and Reiffen (19611 and Massey [19631 have shown that there exista, at
least one binary fixed code of rate R = 1/v and constraint length K
such that
	
lim D	 2! H - —	 (6.2)
1 V-1 KVV
where  H(x) -x log2(x) (1-x) log2-_ (I-x, ) is the binary entropy func-
tion. For v = 3, H-1(2/3) = .175, so the lower bound Is I^,K ;- - !,6.8.
Therefore, we look for codes with ^4,N in the range 17 -c IkN 9 32.
-Table 6.2 lists the codes that were used and the D.I
., 
evaluated for
each. The codes are given in hexadecimal, and are of binary constraint
length 32. The repetition of the first t-vo hexadecimal symbols repre-
sents the Odenwalder code to which randomly chosen bits were added.
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ICHAPTER 7
S--?NULATIO:J RESULTS
This chapter 11 present the results of the simulation of one
inner channel, as described in Chapter 6, and will discuss the applica-
tion of these results to the evaluation of overall error probability
for the concatenated communication system of Figure 2.1. The bounds on
probability of error developed in Chapter 4 will be evaluated for the
three decoders: Threshold Erasure, Fixed Erasure and GMD. The per-
formance achieved will be compared to that obtained pre-viou-si. ..y by
Odenvalder r19701 and Forney [1966].
I
7-1 -Direct Simulation.. Results-
The parameters of the inner superchannel that was simulated are
given in Table 6.1. The principal direct results from the computer
simulation are shown in Figures 7.1 through 7.4. Curves of Pe(q)  and
P QT), (4.3) and (4.4). are plotted as a function Of PT for X = 4, 69
and B. Recall that the outer code alphabet size is 2 R,  and in order to
use Reed-Solomon outer codes, the number of parallel inner channels 
must be chosen small enough that 29 > X.
The number of simulation trials that were made at each (U B/Wo)I
are tabulated it Table 1.1. fore will be said later in this chapter
about the statistical confidence to be placed in the resulting curves
of Figures 7.1 through 7.4.
11^
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7.2 AP-P1.1-1za-t-ion of -Simulation hevults to . System Performance
7.2. 1 UL. r. e - _- -,d Erasure r
 Dec
the overall probability of failure of the outer decoder was
bounded by (4.6), or more weakly by (4.11), for the case of the Thresh
old Erasure decoder:
M
p s	 p Ne p 4.p( 1 p p )M-Ne-IIT'
N N	 e	 CP	 e cp
N =o N
cp	 eD-2.X	
q7 e
e 
	
M	
N	 M-W,+	 p 0 ei(,_p	 e	 (4.6)
e o
Where D is the minimum distance of the
total number of parallel Inner ebamel,
algebraic codevords), N 
e is the number
symbols ,  X is the number of erasures,
,outer algebraic code ,  14 is the
3 (the length of the outer
of errors among the M 2Hary
and M -N -N is the number ofe T
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correctly decod-.:,-,d symbols produced by the inner decoder. N 0  is the
largest integer such that 210
 
< D.
Although not explicitly indicated
., Pe
	co
and P are functions of the
threshold, µT .Thus, the error probability PE may be minimized by
proper choice of the threshold.
As described in Chapter 3 ., for Reed -Solomon codes,,
D = P + I
	
(7.1)
6
where there are I incoming information channels, P parity channels are
generated by the algebraic outer encoder., and M - P + I. For non-RS
BCH Bodes, D < P 4-^l ,; see Peterson [1961] for a tabulation of binary
BCH codes and their minimum distances for lengths up through 255. The
non-RS BCH codes yield perfomence  inferior to that of the RS codes.,
and so their use vill not be considered further.
If (	 ratio of signal energy to noise power, densityU. IN	 is t-b,:^
o
per information bit for the inner superebannel (see Figure 1.2)., then
the overall signal energy to noise density ratio is
U B	 IUB^ IM	 Ut	 P1 +	 (7-2)
N 0	 0	 0
The overall signal energy to noise poorer density ratio will: 	 the
independent parameter against which all the overall performance results
C
'k-
.1
115
will be plotted and compared. The corresponding overall information
rate is given by
1 1R	 -
v ff (7.3)
where l/v is the rate of the convolutional code, here taken to be 1/3.
Figure 1.5 shows the nature of the optimization of system per-
formance over the range of threshold , for the case of H = 8, M = 255,
RS outer code, (U./N.), - 1.0 dB, for- various numbers of parity
channels, P. and therefore for various (U B/Ndo from (7.2). Also shown
on each curve is the overall rate R is bits per use.
Plotting the minIma of such curves an those in Figure 7 . 5 for the
four values of (U MO), gives the overall error probability performanceB/
curves of Figure 7.6. The abscissa is overall signal energy to noise
power density ratio; the ordinate is the logarithm of the probability.
of failure of the outer decoder. The curves are, of course, the loci
of sets of discrete points corresponding to apeelfic numbers of parity
channels P in NO. At selected points the maximum number of correct-
able errors is shown parenthetically, where (N )
	
is the largest
e max
integer equal to or less than QQ/2- For Reed-Solomon codes.,
(D-1)/2 a P/2. As will be discussed later, the outer decoder complexity
is related to (Ne)M&Z*
I	 I
I 	 A
I 	 a
NI
ON-
-2	
P=26 ^%%^ 
R=0.299
P= NUMBER OF PARITY
CHANNELS
-3	 R=OVERALL RATE
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-.6	 R-01281
P=44
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FIGURE 7.5 OPTIMIZATION OF THRESHOLD ERASURE DECODER FOR
M 255 1, (:U ,9/N o ), 1.008 1, H i-8
I	 I
II
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7.2.2 G=- 4--- -Au=ented Decoder
I
For each of t- ,,- M, - T + P inner channels the Threshold Erasure
decoder considers that- state among the 2`2-1 1W 128 states which has the
rr-'ric. If t  iraximum metric exceeds the threshold ., the first
11 decoded data sym,"Pols. are accepted as a 2H-ary symbol for the outer
decoder; otherwise an 1-bit erasure symbol is provided to the decoder.
If the maximum state metric passes the threshold test and yet the first
H symbols contain a decoding error, the outer decoder has an error
which must be corrected. This it can do provided the number of errors
Ne and the number of erasures N0 satisfy (3.22):
N + 2N < D
	 (3.2-2)
9	 e
Given the inner convolutional en,coder-decoder and the outer
algebraic encoder-decoder, the best the system Could operate would be
that realized if the threshold detector were replaced by a magic genie
who would automatically erase the first H symbols vbenever a decoding
error is contained in the first H symbols of the maximum-metric-state
sequence. Thus j, every error would become an erasure and correct
decoding would result if N e < R. In this case
P(P = Pe {-W) = P4decoding error in first H symbols	 (7«4)
P.	 0e
Using these values in (4.6) gives the results shown in Figure 7.7
together with the Threshold Erasure decoder results shown dotted.
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FIGURE 7.7 COMPARISON OF OVERALL ERROR PROBABILITY OF
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FOR H:z S, MZ.25-5
A
6At high va lttit-,G of (UB/N0 ) 1 . where the distributions of the maximum
metric w-Ith and	 error in the first H synbols tend to separate
from one anot, *-a--IA . I ^-,e Mgure 5.2), the threshold does a good Job of
;Pdetecting errors. At, (U B/N 0)1 = 1.25 dB it is seen that about 0.2 to
0. 3 dB is lost due to the threshold detector. At (U B' IN o ) I =1.0 dB ., the
loss ranges from 0.25 to 0.4 da ., and` 4t (UB IN0 1 0 -5 dB from o.65 to
0.8 dB. This decoder loss was one of the motivations for investigating
the Fixed Erasure and CIAID decoders.
7 .2. 3 Perfoirvance at Rates Above R COMP
Before leaving the Threshold Erasure decoder it is interesting to
relate the overall :error probability and rate performance to the R COMP
of sequential decoding and to channel capacity. C. Channel capacity for
each inner channel  including the output quantizer is
C	 PO 1 0) log - 2%-J-0)
P J7 ! 0 )+P(j,1,1)
j=1
P
(7.5)
t	 0where the P(Jlk) are the transition probabilities (3-10) t (3-15)Lv
listed in Table 7.2 for the four cases of the simulation. The computa-
tional cutoff rate for sequenti-al decoding., above which the expected
number of decoding computations per decoded symbol becomes unbounded ., is
I	
--IR 0 - RCOr!,p = Eo(1) = log 2 - log 3. + 2	 -VP(Jj o) P(Jjl)	 (7.6)
J=1
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The capacity and R COMP are listed in Table 7.2 for each case, in bits
per channel use.
TABLE 7- 2 - TVIPSITT,011 PIRORAMITIETS ,  CAPACITY AND
RCOMp FOR FACH CASE SDMUTED
(UB , 	 0 1
1.25 0 1.0 d-B
0.5 
dB 0 dB
.P'(10) P'(811) 1	 0.318693 0.3234o2 0 -332712 '0 .3 -41533
P(210) P011) 0.181307 i	 0.176598 o.167289 0 - 1.58467
P(31 o) P ,(61 1) o.181307 0-176598 0.167289 0-158467
P(410) P'(511) o.145779 o.143677 0.13,9157 1	 oa34445
P'( 5 1 0 • P(411) 0x942-64 0.0951100 0.096292 1	 o.o96772
P , ( 61o) P(311) - o.o4,8945 0.051211 0.055425 0.059095
P(710) P(211) 0.0205o6 0.022433 0.0265315 0-030616,
P(810) P(111) 0.009199 0.010981 0.015301 0.020605
Capacity C* o.440 0.423 0-388 0-355
RCOMP 0.275 0.261 0.234 0.2110
C and R.CoMp given in bits/use-
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 are replots of the error performance of the
Threshold Erasure decoder as a function of the effective rate (7-3)
normalized to the channel capacity, with RCOmp/C indicated. For proba-
bilities. of
 outer decoder- failure of about 10 -6, it is seen that rates
about 8 percent above
 RCOMP can be achieved.
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7.2.4 Fixed Era^i:re Decoder
Recall that the Fixed Erasure decoder erases the 2 H -ary z5—,,,bols of
the 
NCP 
inner channels whose maximum state metrics are lowest, passing on
the remaining M - 
NCP 
2 -ary symbols to the outer algebraic decoder. The
bound on probability of outer decoder failure is from (4.116)
M-N
(P	 M
PE 	 T-,	
N N -1 i,*. -N -N
N=N 
e 
+1	 V	
P
I M-N _N
• Pe
 
N	 P Q(§)-p (} . 	 ft) (4.1-6)
o
e
	 CP
where N 
e 
is the maximum number of correctable errors; i.e. ,  the largest
integer such that 2N < D - N	 For a given (U,/ N-	 that is for given
oe
functions P 
e (t'T-) and P (PT-)' the probability of error is a function of
N
CP 
j, with respect, to which it can be minimized. Figure 7.10 shows how the
bound on PE varies with N for several values for P ., the number of parity
channels, with M - 255, H = S., (UB/NO )I = I:.0 dB,  and using a Reed-
Solomon outer code with D = P + 1. The point N	 0 corresponds to
errors-only decoding. The improvement- in error performance resulting
from using an optimum Fixed Erasure errors-and-erasures decoder is
evident.
Figure 7.11 shows a plot of the error probability for the optimum
N. using the data in Figures 7.1 through 7.4 for H = 8. Also shown asCP
dotted curves are the Threshold Erasure decoder results from Figure 7.6
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6.e
for comparison. The two decoders,, when optimized with respect to the
threshold and the number of erasures, respectively ., yield virtually
Identical error performance.
The maximum error correction capability required of the outer
decoder is shown parenthetically, together with the optimum number of
erasures, at a selected numb--r of points along the curves. Also shown
for comparison is the maximum error correction capability required for
the Threshold Erasure decoder.
7.2.5 MILD Decoder
In the case of the MID decoder each of the M inner channels pro-
vides its maximum-metric-state metric and initial 2H -ary symbol to the
outer C  decoder. The GMD decoder transforms each metric according to
the nonlinear function 	 in the present ca-se the piecewise linear
function plotted in Figure 3-3. Then., by a technique described in
detail in Forney [19663, in at most (D+1.)/,2 successive errors-and-
erasures decoding cycles a decoded word will be found, provided a
possible transmitted word lies close enough to the received word using
the measure J defined in (3.28).
The GMD decoder is assured of success if inequality (3.28) is
satisfied for the correct codevord x . Similarly ., the Threshold
Erasure and Fixed Erasure decoders are assured of success if inequality
(3-22) is satisfied. For the latter two decoders, error bounds (4.6)
and (4.16) are exact evaluations of the probability that inequality
(3.22) is violated, whereas for the GMD decoder, the best we have is a
Chernoff bound (4-32) that inequality (3-28) fails to be satisfied. It
P
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is the exact bounds (,4.6) and (4.i6) that were used to obtain the
curves of Figures 7.6, 7-8o 7.9 and 7-11-
The probability of GGI4D decoder failure to decode ., or of decoding
the wrong word ., is bounded by the Chernoff bound (4-32):
P s min e -MC S (1	 (S
	
(4.32)
S<0
where 6 = D/M and p (s) - = in g(s), defined by (4.24). computing µ (s)
from (4.29) using the simulation data for the case (U,,/1^ 0 ) I = 1.0 dB.,
and optimizing over s < o and the parameters pU and 4, of the nonlinear
function ry-(4) of Figure 3-3, one obtains the results shown in
Figure 7.12. The Threshold Erasure decoder results are again shown
dotted for comparison, althou. gh here the comparison is only qualitative
for the reasons mentioned above. As discussed in Chapter IV ., the GM
decoder includes the Threshold Erasure decoder as a limiting case ,  so
the actual optimized GMD performance must be better.
Figure 7 .13 shows the optimum a(p) obtained for three values of
overall (UB/N.)., both for the WD decoder and for the limiting case
of Threshold Erasure decoding, using the Chernoff boun d (4-3-2) (or
equivalently (4.11)) for the Threshold Erasure case. The optimum
threshold derived using the Chernoff bound is almost exactly the same
as derived using the more exact error expression (4-6). The error
probability bounds for the GO decoder are seen to be slightly better
than for the Threshold Erasure decoder.
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7.3 Comparison of Threshold Erasure,,
	 Erasurg andi	 g_ _ C, r	 Decoder
For the reasons mentioned in the previous section,
comparison among the three decoders would result if the
of (4.11) and (4.21) were used for the Threshold Erasur
Erasure decoders
.
, respectively, rather than the "exact"
and (4.16). These three bounds are presented in Figure
case H = 8 and (U B, IN 0 ) I = 1.0 d1B.
a more valid
Chernoff bounds
a and Fixed
bounds of (4.6)
7-14 for the
The bounds in Figure 7
. 14 show virtually the same performance for
•`k	 all three decoders when the Threshold and Fixed Erapure decoders are
-0
each optim.ized'* The MM decoder is sli&,t- , ly better ., as we know it must
be if evaluated exactly.
The error correction capability required of the outer errors-and-
erasures algebraic decoder is shown pax. eat,
 beti.callY. alorir the curves,,
where the left-hand set of values applies to both the GMD a-ad Threshold	 I
Erasure decoders and the right ]sand set applies to the Fixed Erasure
decoder. If N 
e is the maximum error correction capability required of
the Outer BCH decoder, the decoding algorithms of Forney (1 6-96 1 require
a complexity varying as Nei. 
 A more recent algorithm of Berleklamp's
(Gallager [1968]) requires complexity
	
2vax7ing as on2y N	 If the
e
bounds of Figure 7.14 can be taken to imply approximately equal actual
performance of all three decoders ,  then the Fixed Erasure decoder has
the advantage of requiring roughly ono 1/3 to 1/5 the complexity of
the other two.
^ I
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t7- h GOMMMOR with Previous Results
From Figures 7.6 and 7.11 it is seen that the best error performance
Is achieved for an inner (U B IN o ) I = 1.0 dB or slightly less. Odenwalder
[19701 found his system performed best with an inner W B/ di = 1.25 dB.
Cur best results are compared with his in Figure 7.15, where two cases
drawn from Forney's [1966J results are shown also *
 At very low error
probabilities we appear to gain about 0 -3 dB over Odenvalder, who had
gained somewhat more than that amount over Forney.
7.5 Meet of H
The parameter 9 has a strong influence on overall error performance.
The size of the outer alphabet is 2$, which limits the number of parallel
inner channels M Z 2 in order to employ maximal Reed0olomon aWs,
which in tarn limits the number of parity Sanneis P for a given outer
normalized rate (MAM/M. W evaluate the Meet of R the rem simulation
data for (U B/No ), = 1.0 dB was resorted for integer H between 4 and 10,
the results appearing in Figure 7-16. Using these results ,  Figure 7.17
shows A plot of the performance of the Fixed Erasure decoder for these
values or H using the maximum M and a RS outer code, for OR/040.0 dB.
As will be seen in the next chapter, the amount of storage required
in the system is approximately proportional to M, so increases expo-
nentially with H. Likewise, the outer decoder complexity varies roughly
as the square of the maximum: number of correctable errors, which in turn
Is approximately proportional (for optimum operation) to M. Thus its
complexity also increases exponentially with H.
X
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7.6 ",' Uanti—at ion 1L.,oss
The output of the receiver correlation detector is a continuous
random variable whose conditional probability density is given by (3.8)-
7t it impractical to store and process highly accurate approximations to
the continuous detector output, and improvement in error,
 performance is
dearly bought beyond 8 levels of quantization.
The exact loss due to quantization in any particular implementation
'Would have to be determined experimentally. To obtain an approximate
estimate of the loss, one might evaluate R 0 (= R COMP for sequential
decoding), the break point in the convolutional codes error probability
exponent in Figure 1.1, and also equal - to the value of the convolutional
error,
 exponent itself for rates R < R 0
When a quantizer is used, the channel becomes equivalent to the
dis ,cret-,,-. input -discrete output channel shown in Figure 3.2 1 with tran-
sition probabilities given by (3-10) through (3-13) for a symmetrical
quantizer with uniform steps. As mentioned in Chapter III ., error per-
formance is not very sensitive to the choice of the quartfter step size
neighborhood of its optimum (in terms of the measure R 	 which
	
in the nei 	 0
is near one-half the magnitude of the expected cor-relator out-put.
From (7.6) ., R . for the channel of F igure 3- 2 is given by
4	
1
	
Ro = E 0(1)	 log.2 2: P'(j I o)+P(j 11) + 2 VP(i o) P (j 1)]	 (7.6)' 
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tin bits/use. For the discrete triput-continuous output channel  up to
-'%-,hc input to the qix-L-itizer, the corresponding R 0 is, using (3-8)
C
R 0 	 E0 (1)  = i - log 2 f [Vzjo)+p'(ZIl) + 2-1-fP-(-Z-j^0)P(z7—j) dz
0
1 - 10'92 1 + e 
-us PTO
= 1 - log 2 1 + e 
-UB /' No	 (7.7)
where US is the Signal energy per channel symbol (3,14) and U. is the
sip,ial energy per information symbol.
-Table 7.2 contains a tabulation of the values of R 0 from (7-6) for
the four values of UE/N 0 used in the simulation. From (7-7) the values
Of UBA70 required to achieve these same R0 i s with infinite quantization
are readily determined. The results, appear in Table 7 . 3 together with
the approximate loss attributable to quantization.
U B/No - dB
8-Level Quantizer
1.25
1.0
0-5
0.0
TABLE 7.3
 - 
QUANTIZATION LUSS
%	 UB/No - dB	 Approximate
Bits/use	 Infinite Quantization	 Loss (0)
	
0 .275	 1.07	 0. 1-8
	
o-261	 0.81	 0. 19
	
1 0.234	 0.30	 0.20
	
-1.0	 0.23
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74.7 Confidence intervals
The optimum (UBINA is close to 1.0 dB at very low error proba-
bilities. The greatest amount of simulation data vas obtained for this
case, as shown in Table 7.1. We consider confidence intervals about,
Pe Q. ) an 9 1P (PT) for this case, for HT'
Using distribution-free methods {Mood [19501), the probability that
the p th percentile point of a cumulative distribution lies between the
r 
t% 
and s th order statistic, s; > rp is
SO
1 n)71	 4	 iPr(X 
r 
< t P < X s	 I 
Pi(lon-
i=r
(7.8)
for a total sample size n. Applying this technique yields the 95 percent
confidence intervals shown fs Figure 7-18-
To estimate the sensitivity of overall error probability to Pe and
PII thhA error probability for the Axed Erasure decoder vas evaluated for
the case defined above, holding one of the probability functions fixed
as it is shown in Figure 7-2 while scaling the other by a constant
factor. It was found that a 10 percent change in either PAT) or
PCP(AT) produced changes of 2.5:1 and 5:1 in PE at high and low proba-
bility levels, respectively,
I
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APPUMIX C*
STRUMMAL PROPERTIES OF
CONVOLMONAL CODES
by
W. J, Rosenberg
*extracted frcan Ph.D. Dissertation of W. J. Rosenberg "Structural
Properties of Convolutional Codes", 1971. Gha-P^ter numbers correspond to
dissertation chapters.
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CHAPTER 11
EIUMERATION OF CATASTROPHIC ERROR PROPAGATING
CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
There are many ways to characterize a convolutional code, and
in subsequent sections several will be used. In this section the
most convenient is by the use of polynanials as given by Massey and
Sain (196-8).
(2.1) Definition: A rate 1/n convolutional code has n outputs for
each input symbol and is characterized by a Ixn
matrix of polynomials in the indeterminate D.
Using this definition of a code, the input sequences are represented
by power series in the indeterminate D with coefficients from a finite
field GF(q). The output segtpnces are lxn matrices whose elements
a're also power serIP-s over F(q) and are the products of the input
sequences with the lxn matrix of polyncmuals.
For convolutional codes so defined, Massey and Sain give the
following necessary and sufficient conditions for a code. to be free
of catastrophic error propagation..
(2.2) Theorem (Massey and Sain_) A rate 1/n aanvolutonal code. is
free of catastrophic error propagation if and only
if the greatest ccrmon divisor of the n poly-
.	 ,
ncmials is equal to D ` for some value of L.
Consider the class of convolutional codes defined as above such
that at least one of the polynomials has degree = m and the other
-C2-
n-1 polynomials have degree < m. Also with no loss of generality
consider only polynomials which have a non-zero constant term. Then
it is easy to see that over the field GF(q) there is a total of:
6n(m)	 n n(m-1) ( n_, ) for M > 0(q-1) q	 q	 (2.3)
codes in this class. For m=O there are obviously only (q-1)n
 such
codes.
Now since we know the total number of codes in the class we may
caMute the number which are subject to catastrophic error propagation
and then observe what fraction of all codes this represents. We
will need the following definition:
(2.4) Definition The Delay of a polynomial p<D), is the largest
value of s such that D5 divides p(D). Similarly the
Delay of a set of polynomials is the min;nun of the
delays of each of the polynomials in the set. We Will
consider only sets of polynomials a1:1 of which have
the same delay.
With this definitim in mind consider the result of multiplying
each of the n polynomials of a code by an arbitrary polynomial, p(D),
of degree k. If the delay of p(D) is zero the result will be another
code of degree m+k, while if the delay of p(D) is greater than zero
the result will not be a code in the above class but will_ be a set of
polynomials in some larger class. It is clear, however, that the
number of sets of degree m. and delay s is equal to the number of
codes of degree (m-s) and delay necessarily zero. But this is
I
-M-
simply en (m-s). Therefore-, the number of sets of degree m and
arbitrary delay is
M.
T (m) =	 6 (M-s)
	 (2.6)n	 s-0 n
and since
(q-1.,n q'(m-1) (q -l) m > 0
0n (m) =	 (2.6)
(q-1)n
	m = 0
it may be seen that
T (m) (q1)n q	 (2.1)
for all m.
Now let Tn (m) be the number of codes of degree m (:and delay
r	 zero) such that the greatest can divisor of their generator poly-
1
nomais is 1 (that is, -the number of codes which are free from
catastrophic error propagation.) . Then each set of polynamials of
degree m and arbitrary delay may be written in a unique way as the
product of a code of degree (m-k), and greatest common divisor of 1
and a monk polynomial of degree for some value of k. Consequently
we have
M
TA W _
	
	
Yn(m:k) Q(k)
	 (2.8)
k -O
k	 where Q(k) is the number of monic polynaua:ls of degree k.
Now define the three generating functions
-C4-
F.
r
1
1
it
.0
m M-Q(X)	 q,	 x (2.1-0)l-qx0
and it follows that 'fin
 W	 T W [1-qx1-n
Equating coefficients of Xm on both sides yields the relations
T (M)	 n(m) q T (m-1)	 m > 0
rL n
T (o)	 T(c) (q-1 )n (2-12)
n n
Consequently	 (m)	 (q-1) n q m L1-q 1-nTi	 n, > o (2-13)
T (m)
Now let A 
n 
(m) I	
a 
n 
(M) (2.14)
Then n(m) is the fraction of the class of codes of degree m which
are subject to catastrophic error propagation.
A.n n	 n ,_q	 1 m> 0 (2.15)
In particular for binary codes (q=2) this reduces to
_C5-
rA1
	
(2.16)
2 _l
and this is the fraction of all binary, zero delay ;
 convolutional
codes of rate 1/n which are -subject to catastrophic error propagation.
Equivalence Classes of Codes
Eden though the -above formulas enumerate the non-catastrophic
convolutional codes it would be useful to refine the analysis slightly
for sane applications. In particular, in any computer search for
good codes it is imperative that the search be restricted to repre-
sentatives of classes which are equivalent in some sense. In this
section we will examine one such equivalence relation and will
enumerate the distinct equivalence classes which are generated.
The equivalence relation to be considered is that formed by
permutations of the generator polynomials. Two codes will be said
to be equivalent if their sets of generator polynan:als are identical
I ncluding repetitions if there are any. More formally this beconnes:
(2.17) Definition: Two codes, Cl , defined by the ordered n-tuple-
(gl ' (D) , 92 ' (D) ,	 gn' (D)) are equivalent if there
is some permutation of the indices
m:	 1 -+ it
2-x.2
n n
such that
6
-C&-
gi 1 (D) g1(D)
	gi 2 (D)	 g; (D)
	
gi (D)	 gn(D)
n
This is a very natural definition of equivalence, since if the
generator polynomials are the same for two codes then the codewords
of one will be simply permutations of the codewords of the other and
all the weight and error correcting properties of one will apply to
the other as well. Now what we want to know is the number of
equivalence classes of codes induced by this relation.
To find this number we will make use of Burnside's Lemma, (see
any text on combinatorial mathematics. e.g. C. L. Liu (1968} which
we will write as follows:
E =1 E TOT)
	
J­ I	
wcG
in which IGI is the cardinality of the finite permeation group G. E
is the number of equivalence classes of codes induced by G, and T<0
is the number of codes which are invariant -under the permutation 7T,
a member of G. In our application of this Lemma G is the 'full
symmetric group on n objects, S and its cardinality g ISn I 5 equals n..
A code is seen to be invariant under a permutation 7r if each cycle
of 7T merely rearranges identical generatcr polynamials of the code.
Burmside's Lenm has now changed the problem to one of finding
T(n), the number of codes which are invariant for each permutation Tr
(2.18)
in Sn . We will need the following definitions.
(2.19) Definition: Let.
 W W denote the set of all rate 1/n codes of
n
degree m which are free of catastrophic error
propagation.
(2.20) Def a*m* tion: For each perrm, tation w E Sn which has v cycles,
we say that C e V (m) is a base for C e V W , with
V,	 n
respect to 7, if and only if C is invariant under 7
t	 th	 t
a	 ind if 9,(D), the 	 generator of C is a representa-
-L
tive of the i th cycle of C under some orxdcring of
cycles.
In order for C to be a base for C with respect to TT we see
that several conditions must be satisfied. First, the number of
I
generator polynomials in C must equal v, the number of cycles in the
permtation 7r. Also each distinct generator polynomial in C must
occur at least once in C Finally the ordering of the generator
I
polynomials of C is fixed by the ordering of the cycles of 7r. This01	 YO
ordering is arbitrary, however for each occurance of the specific
permutation, Tr,, it must be the same.
We note that for a given permtation it F- Sn which has v cycles
I
each code C E: V W is the base for exactly one code C e Wh (M)
V
which is invariant under 7r, and conversely each code C E: Wn W which
is in-variant under 7T will have a base C e rev W. Ther-ef-cre, there
is a one to me correspondence between elements of WV (M) and elements
of V W which am invariant under a permutation 7r e S which has vn	
n
cycles.
.11
i
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6Now if we denote by E. W the number of equivalence classes of
`n(m) we see that B=, side I s L mia becomes
n
En(m) = n E c(n,k) I'` k^ (m)
	 ('2.21)
k=1
Where c(n,k) is the number of permutations Tr E S n
 which have k cycles
and '—
rek  (m)I is the cardinal ty of k(m). Fram combinatorial theory
it is known that the numbers c(n,k) are the signless stir-ling numbers
of the first kind and are given by the generating function
n
cn(t) = E c(n,k) t = t(t+l) (t+2) --- (t+n-1)
	 (2.22)
k=1
(see for example Riordan (1:958)).
From above we have the relation
	
JWk(m)I = (q-1) .k qmk (1-q1-1c
 )	 (2.23)
and of course isn I = n te
so we have that
n
E. W = ri
	
	
c(n,k) (q-1)k q (1-q1-k)	 (2.24)
k=1
or, rewriting the -above,
n	 n
En
 (m) = n
	
c(n,k) Cq (q-1)k	 -	 c(n ,k) Cq M-1	 I<k
k=1	 nk=1	 (2.2'5)
to which we may apply the expansion of the generator function of
c(n,k) to obtain
I 
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yE (m)_ -- 	 I+n-1] - -^i q C (q-1)q 1 + n-11.
n	
n. E(q-1)q - 11
	
n.	 L.q-1)q _l - 1
	
(2.26)
which may be rewritten in terTns of binomial coefficients as
En(m)
	
q (q-1) + n-1 _ q (q-1)
 
q 
-1 + n-1
	
(2.27)
n	 n
In particular, for the case of binary codes, q=2 the relation
reduces to:
E (m)
	
2m + n-1 _ 2 2m 1 + n_1	
.
n	
(228 )
n	 n
This gives an upper bound on the number of codes which would
need to be considered in any caputer search of convolutional codes
with good distance properties.
kCHAPTER III
FINITE STATE MACHINE MODEL
OF CONVO ILMIONAL CODES
It is quite reasonable to discuss convolutional codes in terms
of finite-state machines, since the standard shift register encoders
for these codes are themselves very straightforward examples of
finite-state machines. Recently Viterbi (1969) and Forney (1970) have
separately discussed finite state machine representations of
convolutional codes and have obtained results about weight enumerators
and canonic forms respectively. The approach here will differ some-
what from those authors and will concern itselfprimarily with the
state transition matrix of a finite state machine. A relationship
between the finite state machine representation and the generator
polynomial representation of the previous chap-ter will also be
presented.
First we will consider the obv-Lous shift register realization of
a convolutional encoder. In th^_s realization the encoder consists of 	 I
a shift register of m+l stages axid n GF(q) adders which are connected
to the various stages of the shift register in order to form n out-
puts which are linear combinations of the contents of the shift
register. In this way the first m. stages may be considered to define
the state of the machine and consequently there are e states. Then
since there can be q inputs to the machine each state will have q
paths leading from it on a state transition diagram, or if we t`hin
in terms of a state transition matrix, which will be q M x q M , each row
will have q non-zero entries. We choose to represent these entries
in a particular way:
aiI j = Dk	if the transition from state 1 to state j
resulted in k non-zero outputs (a weight k out-
put)
0	 if the transition is not possible
It will be seen that the all zero state of the shift register
only occurs as the bul tial and final states in any sequence of state
transitions of interest. We will not have occasion to consider code-
words which involve an intermediate return to the all zero state.
Consequently we will, for the most part, consider the reduced finite
state ma&dne and its transition matrix which is formed by deleting
Mthe zero state. This yields a (q -1) x (qm-1) matrix.
At this point it will be useful to introduce the concept of an
extension of a finite state machine:
(3-1) Definitim.T The k th Extension- of a linear finite state
machine is that machine whose inputs are sequences of k
symbols and whose outputs are the sequences of outputs
which would have been produced by the original machine
in response to the same sequence of inputs.
A-cm this definition it is clear that the number of states does
not change in going fran the crigina2 machine to its k-th extension;
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Ihowever, the number of possible state transitions does inumease. The
number of non-zero entries per raw in the -transition matrix increases
q.-trans' ion matrix for the k-th extensionfrom q to 	 The new state 	 it
is found quite simply by taking the k-th power of the state
transition matrix of the original machine. We note that there is a
difference depending on whether the zero state row and column are
deleted before or after the matrix is raised to the k-th power. We
will igncre this difference for the moment since it will not Mattel'.
In general we will do the deletion first.
Return for the marent to the original state -transition matrix of
a machine corresponding to a code with catastrophic error propagation.
There Will be at least one element which is unity corresponding to a
non-zero input and zero output. Then there may be some elements which
are unity but which ccmrespond to both a zero input and a zero output.
All the other elements will be either zero or D to some positive
power. The following definition gives a natural way of reducing the
complexity of such a matrix by eliminating the non essential elements.
(3.2) Definition-. The Evaluated transition matrix is the result of
letting D equal zero in the matrix. The evaluated
matrix consists only of zeros and ones.
The evaluated matrix is seen to represent that pmticm of the
machine which is responsible fcr the catastrophic bebaviar of the code.
If the code is subject to catastrophic error propagation then •his
evaluated transition matrix will indicate a cycle of k transitions for
saw value of k. In the k-th extension of the evaluated transition
-013-
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matrix the catastrophic cycle will appear as an element on the main
diagonal which will, obviously, be unity. Conversely any non-zero
element on the main diagonal of -the k-th extension will correspond to
a cycle in the original: machine. Also, since the largest cycle
Mpossible is one involving all q-1 non-zero states we have the
following theorem:
0.3) Thearem- A convolutional code is subject to catastrophic error
propagation if and only if the k-th extension of the
evaluated transition matrix contains a 1 on its main
diagonal for same value of k < qm_l -
At this point it will be instructive to consider an example
before discussing the relationship between this finite state approach
and the generator polynomial approach of the previous chapter.
Consider the convolutional code defined by the following shift
register encoder.
I
Figure 3.1 Shift Register Encoder
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Gol p Oil
FigLwe 3.2 State Transition Diagram
Consequently the state transition matrix is:
000	 100 010	 110 001	 101 Oil ill
ON I	 D 0	 0 0	 0 0 0
100 0	 0 D	 D2 0	 0 0 0
010 0	 0 0	 0 D	 D2 0 0
110 0	 0 0	 0 0	 .0 1 D
001 D2	 D 0	 0 0	 0 0 0
101 0	 0 D	 1 0	 0 0 0
011 0	 0 0	 0 D	 1 a 0
0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 D2 D
This is a good place to mention that the finite state diagrams of
these codes will always begas above, one of the familiar de &ui3*n
graphs (Golcmb (196 17)). The only differerce from one code to the next
is in the labelling of the transitions; that is, the weight assign-
meets for the transitions.
-Cls-
6The evaluated form of the matrix, after the zero state deletion,
is:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and the second and third extensions follow immediately:
0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0
0
	 0 0	 0 1	 0 0 0 0	 1 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0 0	 0 0	 1 0 0 0	 0 0	 1	 0	 0
0	 0 1	 0 0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0	 a	 1	 0
0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0
2nd  extension 3rd extension
Fran the above it is easily seen that there is a cycle of length 3.
That the cycle is of length 3 became apparent in the 3rd extension,
and it is readily seen fran the three diagonal entries that the states
involved are 101 9 011 2 110. Frm the criginal state diagram or from
the criginal transition matrix it is seen that the sequence 101
-C16-
i (D)	 f (D)
1-D k
0.5)
repeated indefinitely will result in catastrophic error propagation.
Now, with the above example as a reference, we may say more about
the cycles. Using the D-transform notation for sequences, the
2sequence 101 becanes D +1 and the endless repetition of it is
i(D) - D '
2 
+1	 (3.4)
1-D
In general the ealless repetition of a sequence of length k
represented by the polynomial f(D), of degree < k-1 is given by
and its effect on any one of the generator polynomials of the encoder,
g.-(D), is given by
y. j (D)	 (D) i (D) ^- g (D) f(D)	 (3.6)
D1- k
For catastrophic error propagation to occur, y. (D} must be of f =** te
length (that is, a polynadal) for every choice of j. In the above
example g, (D) = D 2 +D+1 and g2 (D) D3+1.  Consequently YJ(D) 1+D
and Y2 (D) 1+D2 when f(D) --1+D2 . It is clear that 1-Dk must divide
the product gj (D) f (D) and since 1-Dk cannot divide f (D) there must
be some common factor of the gj (D) which divides 1-Dk with the
quotient f(D). Assume that this value of k is the smallest for which
the above is possible and let c(D) be the c<rresponding common factor
of the gj (D). Since k is the least such value, c(D) must be
irreducible, say of degree d. Then following Berlekamp (1968), k is
I
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the period of c(D) and k must divide q d_l. This gives us the
following theorem relating the two representations:
(3.7) Theorem: Each ca-tas-Wophic error producing cycle in the finite
state machine representation has as its length the
period of a comm divisor of the generating polynanials
in the polynomial representation of the encoder.
Also we know a little bit more about which extensions might help
in making the decisions, for a particular code, as to its suscepti-
bility to catastrophic error propagation. Clearly if a sequence of
length k causes catastrophic error propagation when repeated, any
multiple of k will also be acceptable (only the minimum values
correspond physically to the lengths of the cycles). Consequently,
since the value of k corresponding to an irreducible common divisor
c(D) of degree d divides q d_l
 we need look only at the (q d_l)-t.h
extensions for all d < m. We may state this as.-
(3.8) Thecr em A code is free of catastrophicm-  exrcr propagation if
and only if the (qd_l) -th extensions of its evaluated
-transition matrix are zero on the main diagonal for all
d < m.
dWe also observe that it is relatively easy to compute (q -1)-th
extensions and especially for the binary case when q=2. This is
true since going from the d-th case to the (d+l)-th case involves
taking the (q d_, )_th extension to the q th power and then multiplying
by the (q-l)-th extension. In the binary case this amounts to
-C!8-
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squaring and multiplying by the criginal transition matrix.
Finite State Representation and Non-Catastrophic Codes
In the more general case of non-catastrophic codes a problem
which arises out of decoding considerations is that of determining
the lowest weight codeword. There are two parts to this problem.
The first concerns itself with finding the minimum distance codeword
in the absolute sense of having the smallest weight. The second part
is concerned with finding the arbitrarily long codeword which has
the mmi ui mm weight per encoded symbol. We will treat this second
part cf the problem hi this section.
We Will again consider the state transition matrix of a code as
defined in the previous section., but here we will need some more
detailed notation, as follows.
Let A be the transition matrix with elements a - . defined as
before. The k-th extension will be denoted as Ak and its elements
will be aii W. These elements a - (k) will be polynomials in the
indeterminate D. The delay (the degree of the lowest degree term)
of the polynomial a ij W will be denoted by m ij W 9
The elements a i- i W of the matrix Ak are seen to be the
enumerators by weight of-the k step transitions from state i to
state j. The degree of each term of a ij W is the weight produced
by one of the k step paths fran state i to state j. The coefficient
of each term is the number of such paths of that weight.
With this notation we see that the weir t of the minimum
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rweight, k step path fry
 state i to state j is given by m.
Consequently, the weight of the m-ui
 mum weight, non-zero, codewcrd
for k input symbols is given by m 00 (k) when it exists, where the
initial state is denoted by 0.
Now we notice two properties of the matrix A:
1) The matrix A is irreducible. That is, there is no
renumbering of the states which wculd pexmu.t the
representation:
Al,1 -1,2
A=
0	 A2,21
where Al i and A2 2 are 'square sutenatrices. This is
necessarily so since every state is eventually reachable
from every other.
2) If we consider D to be a real number greater than zero,
then the matrix A is nc negative (a.. > 0 far► all i,j)
Fram this., and a theorem of Frobenius (Varga (196.2) ),, we know that
the matrix, A, has an eigenvalue, r, with the following properties:
1) r is real and r > 0
2) if r' is any other eigenvalue of A then I 	 r
3) r is a simple eigenvalue of A
4) the eigeinvectcr, z, cctTesponding to r is positive (all its
elements are positive)
5) r is an increasing function of each a . .
Also we may say a little more about A. Since each state is reachable
,i
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4from each other state in exactly m. steps (and possibly less), we know
that PP > 0.1 all elements, a1-j W , of e are positive. And since
A > 0 it is clear that Ak > 0 for all k > m ,. This means that there
is always a k step path frum any state to any other provided that
k > m:.
Now let us consider the maximal eigenvalue, r. Since r is an
eigenvalue of A with the corresponding eigenvector, z, we liall-,?:
Az = rz	 (3.9)
k
and consequently A Z = rk z for all powers k and if A is an n)m matrix
and the elements of z are zi, z2,--- zn we have:
^l z j a-I W = Z iF 
k 
for i=1 ,.2,--- ,n	 (3.10)
Now consider., for two distinct states
weight of the ni'Ll -CLI MUM weight, k-step
state s and from state i to state t.
I 	
W   	
*mi 5s _Mi!)t(k) C. We w 11 show thati
independent of k.
s and t. the difference in
paths from a given state i to
This difference is given by
this difference may be bounded
Assume for the moment that mi,
 
s
(k) > M. W for some very large
value of k. Then there will be a path from state i to state s
through state t. In fact we will find a particular path of that form.
Consider first the segment from state t to state s. This will be of
see length a, to be specified below. As long as a > m a path of
that length will exist. Then we must find a path from state i to
state t of length k-a. We wish to choose this path in a particular
_C2_L-n
way. Let k be large enough such that every path of length k from
state i to state t contains a loop- that is, at least omt state which
is entered more than once. lj--t a be the length of this loop in the
'minimum  weight path of length k. 'Then we have the following two
inequalities:
M.. 
(k) < M, (k-a) + 
m	 (3.11)1' 5 S	 - Ist	 t s
M.
(k--a) 
< M.. (k)	 (3.12)1 5t	 - 1 ,3 t
From this it follows that
W	 W -
	
(a)	 (3.13)MI.s -mi 9t < mt3s
In the case in which mi. t (k) > m i7s (k" it follows similarly that:
m i. St 
(k) ^m 
i9s W< ms^t (a) for some a < q m
	 (3.14)
Consequently, it rust be true that
(k)	 (k),
	
maxim 	 + maim (a)}M, 	 -M.	 (3.15)I ^^S	 15t	
s	
s 
3't
Ot < Q	 Ot <
Therefore, we have  that Im i2s 
W 
-mit 
(k), is bounded above by a
'
-i of k.bound which is 
However, for all but catastrophic codes we )mow -diat . m. . (k) must be
an increasing function of k. And since the eigenvector, Z ' is
constant with k., we have that the delay of z- is independent of k.
All
Therefore we have
6	
delay z C-j. .W	 delay z + delay a.. W
I lzkTlim	 lim
k+ co delay z a	 k-+ co delay z + delay 
ai i
M.. W
lim 13. W = 1 for all ij	 (3.17)
k-,, oo m:.J_i
.n	 W	 WSince delay	 F. z-a. .	 = Mul	 (delay z -3 +m.. j 	and (3.17)j=1	 1	 < n-Ij 	< j	 I
(	 — D 
is  true for the value of j which ffdnimizes (delay zj+nij W ) we have
n	 (k)delay	 z.a..
3 13
lim	 . 
—k	
= 1
(Tk,-)- oo	 delay z i a ii
But this implies that
lim 
delay, z i r^	 1 for all i
k-+ oo delay z i a i- i
and then
Lim delm r	 . - 1 for all i
k-+ co	
W
k delay a,. i
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
However, the quantity delay r needs sane interpretation, since ) L-i
gene-val. r wild: 	 be a polynomial in D but will involve D to score
fractional powers. In, these cases de-lay r will be interpreted in the
natural way t,-, be the smallest rationa-I exponent of D appearing in r.
This Will be the rational. 	 of D which r approaches asymptotically
as D -► 0. Since r is an increasing function of each matrix element
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rai3 , which in turn are increasing functions of D we )avow that this
smallest rational exponent will be positive.
From all this we have that
11-M I delay ail(k) = delay r for an	 (3.21)k+
and we will now consider for the special case of i=O, the distin
guished initial state, since ao:C)W is the enumerator by weight of
the codewords on k input symbols. Consequently I delay 
ao()(k) is the
average weight per input symbol of those codewords with m nimm weight.
Therefore, we have proven the €oll.ow ng theorem
(3.22) Theorem: Given a code C and its corresponding state transition
matrix A, the average weight per input symbol of the
mininn weight codewords tends toward scene value w as the
codeword length becomes large. Moreover, this value w is
the rational expo ment of the indeterminate D towards
which the maxima 'I eigenvalue, r, of A tends asymptotical-
ly as D i Q.
-C24-
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CHAPTER IV
CONSECUTIVE ZEROS IN CONVOLUTIONAL CODEWORDS
We know that in a code- which is subject to catastrophic error
propagation there exist codewords which have arbitrarily long
sequences of consecutive zeros. In fact it is this very property which
causes the code to be catastrophic. In tkL.s section we will present
sane bounds on the number of consecutive zeros in a iron catastrophic
come. Alternatively, of course, these may be viewed as neoessary and
sufficient conditions under which a code is catastrophic. We realize
that a rate lin encoder generates n symbols for each input symbol;
however we are only going to be concerned in this section with
branches all of whose n symbols are zero. Consequently, all of the
fallowing results will be on the number of consecutive blocks of n
zeros which may occur.
Recently Odenwalder.  (1970) has given the following upper bound on-
the number of consecutive zero weight branches which may occur in a
non catastrophic convolutional code:
(4.1) Theorem (Odenwalder): If the encoder for a rate 1/n non-
catastrophic convolutional code is an m+i stage linear
shift register then the maximum number of consecutive
zero weight branches which may occur is m-1.
This theorem has also been developed independently by Bahl and Jel:nek
(1970) for rate 1/2 convolutional codes.
In this section we will give a refinement of this theorem. We
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will give a lower bound to the number of consecutive zero weight
branches and finally we will give a ccnstructive technique which
achieves the lower bound.
First we must consider the form of the infinite generator matrix
representation of a convolutional code. We will assume that the code
has rate 1/n and constraint length m+l. Then we may represent the n
linear shift register tap sequences as follows..
$Y = (g1,OgI,1g1,2---,g1tM) '-► ^D) = g1y0+g1,ID +---+ 91'MP
42 = (g2,0-2 ,Zg2,2•---,9-2- p) •-^ 9'2 (p} = g2,0+g2, D +-....+ 9,2 5MEP	 (4.2)
An- E9 ,O9n,19n ,2--- >9n ^) .-+ gn(D) gr.t ,,()+gn,IP ++ gnD
From this we know that we may represent the encoding process in a
matrix farm similar to the generator matrix for a block code as
follows:
(4.3)X - (yl , y2
9
 
--- ) = (xi, X21' 	 ) G
where G is the arbl-t rarily large matrix
(`9jtO.2,0--8.
n,o) (81,193,1-91x1 ,1)- - -(gl,m 92, --g0n)
`&x js2 ,o`--ann,o)- - s^
	
.^i "i'	 i^ (AL m gz.m"""S^,m).
^^z.n^- gz ^^,m~z
G=1	 ('gl,o 92 ,0--gtjO cgl,I 92,1- gn.,l). .
(91,0 82,r•-9ri,p).
(4.4)
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6.e
and each yi
 is actually the n-tuple corresponding to one branch of the
code.
Now, if we are considering, as in the statement of Odenwalder's
theorem, an arbitrary segment of m consecutive branches, we must
consider the general form of m consecutive n-tuples of columns of the
matrix G. Such a section of G will appear as G' , a 2m x ruts matrix:
G' =
g1
,M g2,M _gn im
gl,m-lg2;m-1--'gnm-181
	
92,m ___gn.m
gl;m-lg2,m-l^n,m-1	 .
91,0 92,0 ""g,i.O 81,1 
9
1,1 _-9n,1
91,0 92,0 wgn,0
91,m g2,m —gn,m
(4.5)
910 g2 i O _ 'gtr.,0
Considering the segnent G' of the matrix G as representing the input-
output relation of the encoder for an arbitrary sequence,
 of m
consecutive branches we may restate Odenwalder's theorem as follows:
(4.6) Theorem: For a non-catastrophic  convolutional code, the 2m
rows in a section of the generator,
 matrix such as G' are
linearly independent.
This theorem is easily seem to be equivalent to the previous statement,
Theorem (4.1), since the 2m rows and nm columns as illustrated
ccn—,espond to m consecutive branches, and linear independence of the
rows is obviously equivalent to not being able to produce an all zero
output over those n branches.
There is a natural rearrangement of the columns of G' which
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exploits the fact that each column is merely the tap sequence vector
for one of then generators. This rearrangement is as follows ,
-	 g	 g
91 'M	 gn;m
91,m-1 91,m	 gnm-i g,m
91,m-2 91'M-1	 gn;m-1:
91,1	 91,2 w--91,m 	 9n,1	 En,2	 -gn,m
91 0 0	 91,1 -"g1.,m-1	 gn,0	 9n,1 __gn,nt-1
91,0	 9n,0
91,0	 9n,0
The condition of linear independence of the tin rows of this matrix
is equivalent to the condition that the column rank of this matxnix
must be 2m, which in turn is equivalent to the condition that all
column vectors of dimension 2m may be ford as linear- combinations
of the .above columns. In fact, from the above nm columns we knew that
we can find a basis of cardinality 2m which spans the spare of column
vectors of dimension 2m.
As written in the above partitioned form, however, it is apparent
that these conditions are equivalent to a general statement about
polyncaials. Since, within any one partition, the columns are merely
shifts of their predecessors, we may consider them as polyncnals as
follows:
A A .^
	
A A A
V	 ,-t	 w.Ii	 { 4 . $ ?bO	
Q 	 04:1
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Thus it is a simple consequence that the linear independence condition
is equivalent to the statement that any polynanial, p(D), of degree
< 2m-1 has a representation of the f(-Km:
(D) g 1 (D)+a 2 (D)92 (D)+ --- + an (D)gn (D)	 (4.9)
where the a i (D) are polynond, 41,s of degree < m-1.
For the special case in which n=2 (rate 1/2 codes) it is a well
laiown_ result of algebra (for example, Littlewood (1950)) that all
such polynanials, p(D), may be written as:
P'(D) = al (D)g1(D) + a2(D)g2(D)
(x+.10)
with degree fa i (D)} < mn-1
if and only if the greatest cammon divisor of g l (D) and 92 (D) is unity.
This, of course, is simply Massey and Sain's condition for a code to
be free of catastrophic surer propagation. In the appendix we prove
that this is true for all n > 2; that if and only if the greatest
comnon divisor of the generator polynomials is unity then all poly-
nom als, p-Q), of degree < 2m-1 . may be written, in the form of
equation (7), as linear carbinations of the generator polynomials. In
fact ') it willil  be shown that, in general, tighter bounds on the degrees
of the polynomial coefficients, aj (D), than rarely degree
{ai (D)} < m-1 may be imposed. These bounds will be shown to have
further implications on the number of consecutive zeros for certain
codes.
The specific form of the theor*n which we will prove in the
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appendix is:
(4-11) Theorem- Let {g 1 (D) I g 2 (D)5---Ign(D)} be a set of n monic
polynamia2s such that degree [g i (D)l - m for i=1,,2,---,n.
Let 6i (D)  be the greatest common divisor of
fg,(D), 92 (D)j---jg i (D)) for i=1,2,---,n and let d, degree
is MI. Assume that d=g.c.d.{g,(D)	 (D), --- 9gn(D)j = 1.
n	 5-92
Then any polynanial, p(D), of degree < 2m-1 may be written
in the form -.
p(D)=.a1
	
+a2 92(D)g,(D)	 (D	 (D)+ --- +an.(D)gn(D)).
such that degree faii(D)l < di _,-di
 for i=2,3,-.--n and
degree fa 1 (D)} < m.
From this theorem we see that if the greatest common divisor of
the generator polynomi-I-als, {g,.(D)}., is unity then the set ofI
polynonuzals it
{kD' g (D) 1 0 < k < m-1	 < i < n (4.12)
spans the space of polynomials of degree < 2m-1. Consequently, we
conclude that the 2m rows of G' in equation (4.5) are linearly
independent and we have proven Odenwalder's theorem., Theorem 4.1.
This theorem gives an uppex bound to the nunber of consecutive
zero weight branches which may occur in anon-catastrophic code. We
may, at this point derive a cczresponding lower bound. The lower
bound will tell us that a non-catastrophic code must have at least
one codeword with some prescribed number of consecutive zero weight
branches.
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X(4.13) Theo.-*r.: A rate 1 convolutional code of constraint length m+l
n
must have a codeword with a sequence of t 
n 
M 1 -1} consecutive
zero weight branches,, where W denotes the least integer
greater than or equal to x.
This theorem is easily seen from a consideration of the portion
of the generator matrix corresponding to k consecutive branches,
similar to the matrix G' in equation (4.5). It will have m+k rows and
nk columns. Consequently, for any I< < n-11 there must be more rows
tl-,.-, n columns and,, therefore, the rows are linearly dependent. The
theorem follows since	 -11 is the largest such integer < M
n-1	 NZ-1
For n=2, that is a rate code, this is the strongest such bound
possible since it claims that there must be sequences of m-1
consecutive zero weight branches. We know, however, that for a non-
catastrophic code we can have at most m-1 consecutive zeros so these
bounds are tight for n=2. For lower rate codes, that is n > 2, we will
be able to improve both the upper and lower bounds. First we Will
develop the improved lower bound,
(4.14) Theorem: A rate .1 convolutional code of constraint length m+l
n
such that at most k of the generator tap vectors are linearly
independent must have a codeword with a sequence of
consecutive zero weight branches. Again W denotes the
least integer > X.
Consider again the portion of the generator matrix cm-responding
to k consecutive branches as in the proof of Theorem (4.13). It will
have m+k rows and nk columns. At most Zk of these columns can be
c:
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ilinearly independent, however. Consequently for any k < -L
 the m+kk-1
rows must be linearly dependent and the theorem. follows.
We will now develop the corresponding upper bound for a rate n
code such that only R of its generator tap vectors are linearly
independent. From Th cc em (4.11) we saw that we could make the claim
in equation (4.12) that the set
S - {Dgi (D) ( 0	 k < m--], , =1,n}	 (4.15)
spans the space of polynamials of degree < 2m-1. From this ;,et, S.
we will choose a basis which will lead to the follow ing thear^em:
(4.16) Theorem Let {.gl(D),92(D),---, gn(D)} be the generators for
a rate 1/n code. Assam that R, < n of the g l(D) form a
maxima l linearly independent set, and that they are
91(D), g2 MY) --- I g,(D). Then if the code is non-
catastrophic the maximum number of consecutive zero weight
branches is < m-Z+l.
To prove this theorem we will need a lemur which we will now
state and prove:
(4.17) L 3; Let {g1(D), g2 (D),---, gn(D)} be the set of generator
polynomials of a non-catastrophic rate 1/n code. Assume that
the set of polynomials
k..
S = {D lg(D) 1 0 < k  <	 , 1 < i < n}	 (4.18)
is a basis for the space of polynomials of degree < 2m-1.
.Assume further that K mil. Then if K = max 	 {K.}, the1	 2 < i < n
10
4
maximum number of consecutive zero weight branches is K.
First observe that if for some K < m-1 the set of polynanials:
kSK	D g i (D) 1 0 < k < K , 1 < i < n (4.19)
spans the space of polynomials of degree < m+K then the maximum number
of consecutive zero weight branches which may occur is < K. For
consider the segment, G', of the generator matrix, G. If S K spans the
space of polynomials of degree < m+K then the portion of the matrix,
G', corresponding to K+1 consecutive branches (the first n(K+l)
columns and m+K+l rows) will havt-, full rank equal to m+K+l since this
is the dimension of the space of puayncmials of degree < m+K.
Consequently, the n&K+l rows are linearly independent.
Now, as in equation (4.18). if the set
k
S = {D gi (D)< ki < K	 1 < i < n
is a basis for to space of polynanials of degree < 2m-1 then the sub-
+2set of S for:::-id by deleting {DK+l 91 (D), DK 91 (D) 3­ 5 Eff 91(D)}
from S must be a basis for the subspace of polynomials of degree
< m+K. Thus we have proven Lemma (4.17).
To prove Thecrem, (4.16) from this we will show that it is
possible to construct a basis, B 5 for the space of polynomials of
degree < 2m-1 which has the following properties.*
1) gi(D) e B i= 1,2,---, k
2) Dk gl(D) e B k=0,1,2,---, M-1
I	 I
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I3) I^ gi (D) E: B implies that D^-' gi (D) E B
for k > 0 and all i = 1,2,---, X.
Then since a basis, B, for this space has cardinality 2M it will, of
k.
course, be true that m-.E+l > max	 {ki I D lg. e B}. Then by
2 < i < R.
'Theoremhave	 Reo n (4.16). All thatLemma (4.17) we will . - proven	 remains is
to show that such a basis exists. We will do this by a construction.
First remember that the set S of equation (4.12.) spans the space.
Then since X is assumed maximal notice that
S'	 {Dk gi (D) 1 0 < k < m-1 , 1 < I <	 (4-2 ,0)
6
X
must also span the space. Now to start the constructrton let B
contain -,
Ogl(D) 1 0 < k < m-11
and also:
{gi (D) 1 .1 = 2,3,---, 9,}
If m7-P.-1 we are f 1 M-'shed. Otherwise augment B with any. rkg (D) such
that D k-1 9i (D) c B for 2 < i < k. and D^g i (D) is not already in the
space spanned by B thus far. Since a basis for the whole space can
only contain, 2m such polynomials this process must terminate after at
most m-X+1 such augmentations. We claim that the process will take
exactly that many steps and that B will then be the required basis.
Since we know that S' spans the space we need only show that B spans
S	 1,et	 maxlk I Dkgi (D) eB I and let K - max 	{k.}. By the
2 < i < I I
-C3 %4-
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k.+l
construction process we know that since D I 9i (D) for 2 < i < Z was
not included in B it must be in the span of B. Using this inductive
reasoning we may see that B augmented with
fDkg,(D) I m < k < m+.K-l}
must span the space of polynomials of degpee < 2m+K-1 and that there-
fore B must be a basis for the space of pol5mcmials of degree < 2m-1.
Theorem (4.16) then follows as indicated above.
Now we will use Theorem (4.11) to develop a constructive proof
that the bamd of Theorem (4.13) may actually be achieved. That is,
we will demonstrate constructively the,existence of codes which do not
have sequences of consecutive zero weight branches of length
—M +11 +1.
n-1
We know fran Theorem (4. 11) that if we let
di = degree[g.c.d.fgj(D) 192 (D),---,gi(D)II i=],,2,,---,n 	
(4-21)
then we mciy choose a basis fcr the space of 	 of degree
< 2M-1 which has the fcm,-
k.
B={D '-9i(D)
	
0 < k-.I 	a.< d. -d. for 2 < i < n such that di-l= 0i-1	 ;
and-O < k 1 < M}
If we let i minf i I d 0 1 -then we .,,---e that
JBI z E (di-1--di +M = M, + dl+d,.	 2m
which is the cardinality of a basis, as required.  Consequently,
using Lenne (4.17) we have
_C38--m
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(4.2 2) Theorem: For a rate 1 non-catastrophic code the maximumn
number of consecutive zero weight branches is
< max	 {di-lei.'where di is as defined in equation
2 <i <
(4.21).
Now consider a rate 1 code which has only Z of the n generator poly-
n
ncMials in a maximal linearly independent set and assum that they
are {g,(D), 92 (D), ---, gt(D)J. It is clear that if d n =0, which is
necessary for the code to be non-catastrophic, then d k -'0 and only
those generator polynomials in the maximal linearly independent set
appear in the basis B. Consequently if we are to find codes Vnich
have the minimum maximm length sequences of consecutive zero weight
branches we must consider those codes all of whose generator tap
vectors are linearly independent. Also it is apparent that we must
consider those codes for which max	 {d -d i I is a minimum, which2 < i < n
means that all the differences (d -d are approximately equal.
We nay easily construct these codes. To illustrate the procedure
consider a rate 1/3 code with m even. Choose three polynomials
fpl(D),P2 M , p3 M I , each of degree- which -ire pair,wal se
relatively prime. Fran these construct the code generator polynanials
as follows:
91(D) = pl(D) P2 (D)
92 (D) = pl(D) P3 (D)
93 (n) = P2 (D) p3(D)
-C36-
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Then we have -.
thus:
di = degree gl(D) m
d2 = degree pl(D) i m/2
d3
 -
degree 1 -- 0
d1-d2 
 
m/2
d2-d,3  m/2
We see, therefore, that the maximum number of consecutive zero weight
branches is < m/2 for this code. We ]mow, by Theorem (4.13), however,
that a rate 1/3 code must have a codeword with a sequence of {12 - 1)
consecutive zero weight branches. Therefore, we have demonstrated a
technique fcr achieving this lower bound.
In the general case of rate 1/n codes the procedure is very
similar. Again the method is to choose n polynomials
{p1(D) (D)q--- ipn(D)l each of degree m'	 uIP2	 which are pa*!%qi'sen^l
relatively grime. Laving chosen thesepol
	 i
	
p.icmals the generator
polynomials are formed by taking the n possible products of the n
polynomials taken n-1 at a time. It is assumed here that m  is an
integer. Each of the generator polyncnuals will therefore have degree
m and in all cases (d, -d will -equal m
For the case an which m is not an integer it will not be
n-1
possible to have (d,-_,-di ) constant for all I > 2. We Will however
wish to have it be nearly constant. That is we will want it to be
M 1 the greatest integer less than M—1, for some values of i andn-1
	 -1
to be one greater for others. The constructicn process will be to
-C37-
1choose some of the pi (D) to have degree
[n11 
+ 11 and the others to
have degree [-J. Again the pi (D) are chosen to be pairwise
relatively prune and in this case none of them should be divisible by
(D+1). Since 
nil 
is not an integer, there exists some integer,
m+kk, 0 < k < n-1, such that 	 is an integer. We should choose n-1-k
-
of the pi(D) to have degree C. ml + 11 and the other k+l to have degree
M As a consequence of this k+l of the generator polynomials thus
n-1A'
formed will have degree m and the other n-k-1 will have degree m-1.
The latter may all be multiplied by (D+l •) to increase their degree to
m. Either way the differences d. --d. for the generator polynomials
-1 i
will be, as required, either En l^ or [	 + 11 for > 2.
Upon applying Theorem (4.22) we see t3iat these codes do achieve
the lower bound on consecutive zeros as given in Theorem (4.13).
Consequently, whenever it is possible to find the required set of pair--
wise relatively prime polynomials {pl(D), p2 (D),- ,pn(D)} we may
construct a code whidh achieves the loT,,7er bound of Thecrem (4.13) . We
have thus proved the following theorem:
I
(4.23) Theorem. For a given rate = n and constraint length = m+l let
K, 0 < K < n--1, be that integer such that m+K—•-- is an integer.
—	 n-1
If there exist n polynomials {pi(D),p2D),---,:pn(D)} such
that
m+K
n-1 -1 i=1,2,----,K+1degree pi(D) =	 t
m+K	 -K 2	 n
-C38-
and which are pa W se relatively prime, then there is a
Y.	 code which has no mere than {2L -1} consecutive zero weight
n-1
branches.
r
Therefore, we have a class of convolutional codes which share
the property of having the fewest possible number of consecutive zero
weight branches. The above construction is not always possible (for
low rates and short constraint lengths) but in the case of long
ccansb^,a nt lengths and moderately high rates there will be no trcuible
in finding the appropriate starting polynomials. In that case it will
usually be possible to choose them to be irreducible since the number
of irreducible polynomials grows rapidly with degree (Peterson (1961.),
Berlekamp (1966)).
-C39-
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(A-1) Theorem: Let {g I (D) ,'g 2 (D)	 gn(D)J be a set of n polynomials
such that degree 1gi (D)J--m for i=1,2,---,n.
Let 6i (D)  be the greatest camm divisor of
{gl(D)
5-92
 (D),---, g,(D)j for i=1,2,-,n
	 3.-- and let d..
degree E6 i MI.
When if p(D) is any poi-5manial of degree < 2m which is
a multiple of 6n(D)  it has a -representation of the f6m:
p(D) = al(D)g,(T7)+a2 92(D (D) + ---+ a,n(D)ign(D))' 
such that
degree [a i.(D)l < d i-1 -d i for i=2,---,n
and degree Eal (D)] < m
In parrticular, we are interested in the special case in which
6n(D)  - 1.
For n=2 this theorem is well known and may be found in the
following form which we will-need:
(A.2) Theorem: Let gl(DI) 
and 92 (D) be two polyncmials of degrees
m, and m2 respectively such that g.c.d. 6(D)
of degree d. Then any polyncmial . p (D) a multiple of 6 (D)
of degree < ml+m2-d may be written as
P
6P(D) = a 
I 
(D)g 
1 
(D) + a 
2(D)^92 (D)
such that
degree [a 1 (D)l < m2-d
degree EYD)] < mi-d
We will prove the general theorem by induction on the number of
polynomials, n. First we will assume that it is true for all n < N-1
and show that it is necessarily -true for n=N (N > 3).
Since p<D) is some multiple of 6 
N 
(D) there exists some
representation
P = 'ulgl+cx 2'9'2 + --- + NgN
where the {ai} are polynomials of arbitrary degree.
we may rewrite  this as
P = 
PN-1 + aN9,N
and we may further rewrite NgN = q SN-1+r' degree (r) < d N-1
so P -- ?N._, + qlN_l + r
now notice that g . c . d . {9014-11- &N.
	 SN 
I r
so r = 
a6 N-1 + 09N
with degree {al < m-d degree U-1 < d 1-d
N	 N- N.
If we canbine these terms we have
P = PN-1+q'N-l+a"N-1+59N
-C41-
Ibut d.
	 Cp	 + q 1.	 + ^	 }N-1	 N-1	 r^
and degree {pN-1+g6N`l+ a6N_l l < ?Jn
so by the induction hypothesis we have:
pN-1+q SN-1+aS.Nr1 - algl+a2g2+-- -+ 
a.N-1gN-1
such that degree {a1 < m
degree {aid < di-1-d. i=2,---,N 1
and since degree {0} <
	 the Ixoof is complete.
i
a-
t_
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